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Zusammenfassung
Im Hinblick auf die provisorischen Sicherheitsanalysen für Etappe 2 des Sachplans wird in
diesem Bericht untersucht, ob in den verfüllten Lagerkavernen des SMA-Lagers durch
Korrosion sowie Materialdegradation und der damit verbundenen Gasbildung Gasdrücke
entstehen können, die allenfalls die Barrierenwirkung des geologischen Tiefenlagers negativ
beeinflussen könnten. Für die Beurteilung dieser Frage wurden numerische Modellanalysen
zum Gasdruckaufbau und zur Gasfreisetzung nach Lagerverschluss durchgeführt.
Hierzu wurden mit einem generischen 3-D-Modell eines SMA-Lagers Sensitivitätsstudien zur
Gasfreisetzung für verschiedene Situationen durchgeführt. Der Schwerpunkt der
Modellierungen lag auf der Untersuchung der potenziellen Gasfreisetzungspfade und des
Gasdruckaufbaus in den verfüllten Lagersystemen unter Berücksichtigung der konzeptionellen
und parametrischen Unterschiede bzw. Ungewissheiten in den vorgeschlagenen
Standortregionen. Hierzu zählen:
•

der Einfluss der Gastransportkapazität des Wirtgesteins und
Standortbedingungen (Porenwasserdruck, Temperatur, Sättigung);

der

geologischen

•

der Einfluss der Gasproduktionsraten;

•

die Rolle der verfüllten Untertagebauwerke als zusätzlicher Gasfreisetzungspfad.

Gasfreisetzungsmodellierungen wurden für die gesamte Bandbreite der Gastransportparameter
des Opalinustons (Referenzwerte sowie obere/untere Eckwerte) und für typische Lagertiefen
(300 m, 500 m, 700 m unter Terrain) durchgeführt. Die berechneten maximalen Überdrücke in
den Lagerkavernen treten nach ca. 1‘000 - 10‘000 Jahren auf. Mit überhydrostatischen
Gasdrücken und hoher Gassättigung der Lagerkavernen ist über den gesamten Zeitraum der
Gasproduktion zu rechnen. Die Gasdrücke überschreiten aber nur in wenigen Rechenfällen den
lithostatischen Gebirgsdruck, der in der Literatur häufig als Indikator für die mechanische
Schädigung des Gebirges herangezogen wird. Dies gilt für den Rechenfall mit konservativen
Gasproduktionsraten sowie für zwei Parametervarianten mit einer zu geringen
Gastransportkapazität der verfüllten Untertagebauwerke. Um den Gasüberdruck auch bei sehr
geringer Durchlässigkeit des Wirtgesteins und / oder bei erhöhter Gasbildung gering zu halten,
können die Gastransporteigenschaften der Verfüll- und Versiegelungsmaterialien an die
entsprechende Lagersituation angepasst werden („Engineered Gas Transport System“ – EGTS).
Die Sensitivitätsstudien zeigen auf, dass bei geeigneter Auslegung des EGTS der maximale
Gasdruck in den Einlagerungskavernen für alle untersuchten Lagervarianten deutlich unterhalb
des lithostatischen Drucks gehalten werden kann.
Die quantitativen Abschätzungen im Rahmen der 3-D Modellanalysen wurden exemplarisch für
den Opalinuston als Wirtgestein durchgeführt. Sie zeigen, dass bei geeigneter Auslegung des
EGTS in einem SMA-Lager unabhängig vom Wirtgestein nur moderate Gasüberdrücke
auftreten, welche die Barrierenwirkung der technischen Barrieren und des Wirtgesteins nicht
beeinträchtigen. Diese Schlussfolgerungen gelten für alle SMA-Lagerkonfiguration in den
vorgeschlagenen Standortgebieten der Nordschweiz und in den Helvetischen Mergeln der
Zentralschweiz.
Schliesslich ist zu erwähnen, dass bei Bedarf Massnahmen zur Reduktion der Gasbildungsraten
getroffen werden können (z.B. Einschmelzen von metallischen Abfällen). Darüber hinaus
könnten die gasbildenden Materialien in den SMA-Lagerkavernen deutlich reduziert werden
(z.B. Pyroloyse von Organika). Ausserdem wurden im Rahmen des aktuellen Forschungs- und
Entwicklungsprogramms der Nagra umfassende Studien initiiert, um die Ungewissheiten
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bezüglich der erwarteten Gasgenerationsraten zu reduzieren. Weitere Forschungsprojekte
beschäftigen sich mit der biogenen Konversion von Wasserstoff in Methan, was zu einer
signifikanten Volumenreduktion der akkumulierten Gasmengen führen kann.
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Introduction

1.1

Background and scope
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The Swiss waste management concept foresees separate repositories for low- and intermediatelevel waste (L/ILW) and for high-level waste (HLW). In response to Stage 1 of the Swiss site
selection plan, the so-called Sectoral Plan for Deep Geological Repositories ("SGT"), Nagra
proposed that six siting regions be considered for the disposal of L/ILW. Four geologic
formations were proposed for the disposal of L/ILW: Opalinus Clay, Effingen Member, 'Brown
Dogger', and Helvetic Marls. As a decision basis for SGT-Stage 2, provisional safety analyses
are to be elaborated, addressing repositories in the six siting regions Jura-Südfuss (JS), Jura Ost
(JO), North of Lägern (NL), Zürich Nordost (ZNO), Südranden (SR), and Wellenberg (WLB).
Among other things, for the provisional safety analyses it is necessary to assess whether gas
pressures developing in the backfilled underground structures of the repository could adversely
affect the barrier functions of the repository. Gas formation has several important aspects that
are considered in the safety analyses: (i) the possible impact on engineered and geological
barriers through gas pressures buildup (ii) the impact on release, e.g. through the displacement
of pore water with radionuclides from the repository caverns or through the release of volatile
radionuclides.
A supported argumentation for the provisional safety analyses needs to be developed to
demonstrate that gas formation would not compromise the safety function of the barriers
(engineered barriers, host rock) in any of the investigated repository configurations. In
particular, numerical studies are conducted to show that fracturing of the host rocks can be
excluded. Moreover, the effectiveness of the engineered measures proposed to limit the gas
pressure build-up, such as waste treatment, choice of container materials, gas storage volumes,
and the Engineered Gas Transport System (EGTS) 1 is to be considered. To show that the longterm safety is not compromised, the level of knowledge relevant to gas transport in the
repository near-field is gathered (including the uncertainties) and relevant simulation cases are
performed that cover the range of conceptual and parametric uncertainties. This report
summarizes the results of a sensitivity study, aimed at investigating possible effects of gas
production in a L/ILW repository in the Opalinus Clay and the release of the gas through the
host rock and along the backfilled underground structures. The simulations are conducted with
variations of a generic repository configuration that cover the range encountered in the different
siting regions. The configuration data are based on the L/ILW reference data sets, representative
for SGT - Stage 2. The gas related properties of the host rocks are given in Senger et al. (2013).

1.2

Objectives

Anaerobic corrosion and degradation of the waste materials in the emplacement caverns of a
L/ILW repository is associated with the formation and accumulation of a free gas phase and the
build-up of gas pressures in the backfilled repository structures. The release of the accumulated
gases at moderate pressure ensures that the performance of engineered and geological barriers is
not significantly affected by gas-pressure build-up. The 3-D model of a generic L/ILW
repository system was used for the simulation of gas release through the host rock and along the
backfilled underground structures, respectively. A sensitivity study was performed to evaluate
the gas transport capacity of the different gas pathways for a variety of repository

1

A detailed description of the technical concept of the EGTS is given in Nagra (2008). The long-term evolution of
the EGTS is discussed in Kosakowski and Smith (2014).
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configurations, assuming that Opalinus Clay is the host rock. The main objectives of the present
sensitivity study were:
•

Evaluation of the sensitivity of the impact of the geological and hydrogeological conditions
on gas pressure build-up in a L/ILW repository with respect to conceptual and parametric
uncertainties in the siting regions.

•

Assessment of the role of the engineered gas transport system (EGTS) and its sensitivity on
gas pressure build-up.

•

Sensitivity of pressure transients, gas saturations and water/gas fluxes at selected crosssections for different assumptions concerning gas-related parameters.

1.3

Report outline

This report provides a sensitivity analysis of the gas-related issues for a geological repository
for L/ILW in the Opalinus Clay of Northern Switzerland.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the description of the L/ILW repository, including the waste inventory
and gas production. The layout of the L/ILW repository is presented and an overview of the
relevant boundary conditions and confining units is given. The main repository components
building the EGTS are described at an appropriate level of detail for these gas-related studies. A
simplified timeline of the construction, operation and closure phases of a repository is given. An
overview of the inventory of gas-generating waste is given, together with the associated gas
generation rates. Chapter 2 closes with a summary of host-rock hydraulic properties established
through the interpretation and synthesis of geodata sets for the host-rock formation at different
depths.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the L/ILW repository implementation in a
numerical model for simulating the two-phase flow and transport of gas and water through the
repository components and surrounding host-rock during the operations- and post-closure
phases. A model grid with appropriate geometry approximations is developed to properly
represent the repository configuration and associated lengths and volumes of the different
repository elements, and incorporate boundary conditions. A discussion on the hydraulic
properties and parameter models used in the model is given. Then the construction, and
different operational phases are implemented as successive steps, which are used are initial
conditions for the post-closure phase with the onset of gas generation.
Chapter 4 contains the assessment of the effects of post-closure gas generation on the long-term
performance of the L/ILW repository. First, the objectives of the calculations are presented in
terms of the safety aspects associated with gas transport at different repository depths, for the
different siting areas. Based on these objectives a base case and various simulation variants are
developed and elaborated. Three repository depths at 300m, 500m, and 700m are considered to
evaluate the phenomena of re-saturation and gas release for a variety of different situations. The
interpretations of the model results form the basis for evaluating gas pressure build-up in the
backfilled and sealed emplacement caverns, performance of the EGTS and the degree of
saturation in the repository near-field.
Chapter 5 provides a summary of the modelling study and draws the final safety-relevant
conclusions based on the simulation results.
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Setting and configurations of the L/ILW repository

The basis for the sensitivity analysis of gas release is defined by the assumed configurations of
the L/ILW repository design as well as the gas-related properties of the surrounding host rock
formation. This chapter gives an overview of the current background based on studies
performed by Nagra. Chapter 2.1 provides the general setting of the candidate siting regions for
the adopted host-rock. Chapter 2.2 describes the generic repository design adopted in this study,
which includes the geometry and configurations of the repository components, the waste
inventory, and the repository timeline associated with the realization schedule. Chapter 2.3
provides an overview of the assessment of waste-generated gas and the reference gas rates to be
used in transport models. Chapter 2.4 provides the background and overview of reference values
used for gas-related host rock properties at different depths. An overview of the representation
of the Excavated Disturbed Zone (EDZ) around the repository tunnels and caverns is given in
Chapter 2.5.

2.1

General setting

In the candidate siting regions for a L/ILW repository in Northern Switzerland (JS, JO, NL,
ZNO, SR), the depth of the Opalinus Clay ranges between 300 m and 910 m below ground level
(bgl). Table 2-1 gives an overview of the depth and formation thickness in the five L/ILW siting
regions as specified in Nagra (2010).
Tab. 2-1:

Depth below ground level (bgl) and thickness of the Opalinus Clay in the candidate
siting regions of Northern Switzerland after Nagra (2010) and Nagra (2008b).

Siting region1

min

max

thickness

JS (OPA)

490

700

85

JO

300

510

105

700

800

2

110

2

110
100

NL (OPA)
ZNO

570

800

SR

310

410

1

According to Nagra (2010), Appendix A (Tables A3-3 to A3-12) - Reference values and 60%
confidence limits
2

Maximum repository depth according to Nagra (2008b)

2.2

Basic design of generic repository

In the context of SGT – Stage 2, basic layout principles were formulated for the L/ILW
repository design from the viewpoints of safety assessment and engineering feasibility.
Furthermore, a generic repository layout was developed, flexible enough to cope with the
different geological conditions in the proposed siting regions. Abstractions were made with
regard to repository geometry, EBS property assignment and timeline of construction/operation
phases. The corresponding simplifications will be discussed below.
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Generic repository layout

According to SGT, the geological repository for L/ILW has to be designed such that all L/ILW
produced in Switzerland up to the year 2050 can be disposed safely. The modelling studies
presented in this report are based on a generic waste inventory, assuming a 50 years operation of
the existing nuclear power plants and collection of wastes from medicine, industry and research
up to the year 2050. The inferred total volume of wastes and the corresponding cumulated
length of the emplacement caverns in a generic repository configuration are given in Table 2-2.
Tab. 2-2:

Inferred total amount of wastes and derived length of L/ILW emplacement tunnels
of the generic repository configuration, used to define the simulation cases in for
the gas-related sensitivity analysis.
value

Amount of conditioned L/ILW

75,000 m³

Amount of packaged L/ILW

120,000 m³

Reference waste package

LC1

Equivalent number of reference waste packages

4616

Total length of L/ILW emplacement caverns (type K09)
Cavern length of pilot repository
Total length of main repository

2203 m
56 m
2147 m

Fig. 2-1 presents a schematic view of a generic layout of the L/ILW repository, displaying the
main elements of the underground structures, namely access ramp and shafts, operations- and
access tunnels, pilot repository, rock laboratory, seal sections and the emplacement caverns. The
generic layout was adapted to geological conditions in the candidate siting regions, in particular
taking into account the burial depth and thickness of the host rock formations, their geotechnical
properties (rock strength and hydraulic conductivity) and the environmental conditions with
regard to relevant state variables (stress state, head distribution). Thus, reference configurations
and layout variants were defined for the entire spectrum of host rocks and expected
environmental conditions in siting regions. According to the layout principles in Nagra (2010), a
total of six layout variants of the waste emplacement caverns K04-K20 were considered with
regard to their engineering feasibility and with particular focus on tunnel stability during
excavation and operation. The bounding variants K04 and K20 reflect the cases of a deep
repository in a clay-rich, weak host rock and of a shallow repository in a marly, strong host rock
as end-members, respectively. The cavern cross-section K09 is seen as a reference layout for a
repository in the Opalinus Clay at a typical depth of 500-600 m bgl. In the context of the present
modelling study, only K09 will be considered for the L/ILW repository configuration.
The waste inventory includes metals, organic and inorganic materials produced by the operation
and decommissioning of nuclear power plants and by the use of nuclear materials in medicine,
industry and research. The treatment and conditioning of the radioactive waste involves mixing
with cementitious materials in steel drums. The waste drums are consequently placed into
prefabricated reinforced concrete disposal containers and the void spaces within are filled with
cementitious mortar M1. Various types of disposal containers are used for L/ILW; the LC1-20
container containing 36 waste drums of 200 l each is used as the reference container in the
present specification. Each LC1 container has a volume of 26 m³ and a length of 5.25 m.

5
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Fig. 2-1:

Plan-view layout of reference concept for a L/ILW repository and generic design of
a L/ILW emplacement tunnel.

Fig. 2-2:

Cross-section of L/ILW emplacement cavern of type K09 after closure.
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The disposal containers are emplaced in caverns with a cross-section of approximately
11.4x13.67 m as shown in Fig. 2-2. According to the K09 design eleven LC1 containers are
placed in the cavern cross-section. The length of the caverns is approximately 200 m. The
caverns are supported with rock bolts and sprayed concrete lining including reinforcement. The
void space between the disposal containers and the cavern lining is filled with mono-grain
cementitious mortar (M1). Each cavern is connected to the operation tunnel through a branch
tunnel. At the transition to the emplacement cavern, the branch tunnel is enlarged to provide
sufficient space for the transfer of the disposal containers. A schematic sketch of the caverns in
a vertical cross-section along the cavern axis is shown in Fig. 2-3.

Fig. 2-3:

Longitudinal section of L/ILW emplacement cavern after closure (from Nagra
2008).

The underground facilities are connected to the surface facility during both construction and
operation through the access tunnel. For operation and ventilation of the lined, open tunnels, the
clearance cross-sectional area is approximately 31.8 m² compared to the excavation crosssectional area of approximately 42.2 m². Both the ventilation shaft and the operation shaft have
an inner diameter of 6 m. For the access tunnel and the ventilation shaft a liner with shotcrete
and rock bolts and an inner lining with poured concrete are used. The lengths and cross-section
areas of the tunnels are summarized in Table 2-3.
Tab. 2-3:

Summary of dimensions of the different tunnels in the L/ILW repository design.

Repository Element

Equivalent Diameter [m]

Excavated cross-section area
[m²]

Branch tunnel

5.05

28.35

Access / Operation tunnel

6.36

42.2

Ventilation / Operation shaft

6.00

45.4

7
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Backfill materials and pore volume of backfilled underground
structures

The generic layout of the L/ILW repository in the Opalinus Clay (K09 variant) is based on the
following assumptions:
•

The total volume of all repository structures (open voids) in the host rock is 541,810 m³.

•

The total volume of the disposal caverns (open void space) is 290,135 m³ (open voids:
32.5 m³/m K09-cavern x 2203 = 71,600 m³)

•

The total volume of all other structures (total volume of all repository structures in the host
rock minus total cavern volume) of the repository is 251,675 m³.

The M1 mortar used to backfill the emplacement cavern has high hydraulic conductivity and
high porosity. The lining consists of shotcrete with a typical porosity of 25%. Disposal
containers, reinforced concrete walls, etc (see Fig. 2-2) are made of normal building concrete
and high performance concrete. Comprehensive characterization programmes were conducted
for these backfill materials (Nagra 2008). Back-of-the-envelope estimates of the volume
fractions and porosities of the backfill materials in the emplacement caverns and corresponding
permeabilities are given in Table 2-4 (see also Nagra 2008).
It is assumed that all other underground structures in the host rock formation are backfilled with
sand/bentonite mixtures or with crushed Opalinus Clay. A typical porosity of 0.35 can be
assumed for a lowly compacted sand/bentonite mixture (20% bentonite, 80% sand). For a well
compacted sand/bentonite mixture, i.e. used in the seal sections, the assumed porosity is 0.30
(Nagra 2008). Based on the aforementioned considerations, the void space volumes available
for gas storage and transport in individual components as well as for the entire repository are
summarized in Table 2-5 (see also Nagra 2008).
Tab. 2-4:

Categories of cementitious materials applied for the backfill of the emplacement
caverns and typical parameter values for the gas-related properties.
Material group

Volume
fraction
[%]

Porosity
[-]

Permeability1
[m²]

Mortar M1

36

~ 0.30

~ 1.E-10

Shotcrete
Construction
concrete

Normal building
concrete

2

28

High performance
concrete

Waste fixation concrete
1

~ 0.25

~ 1.E-17

~ 0.20

0.20

0.15
36

~ 1.E-18

~1.E-18

~ 1.E19
0.202

~ 1.E-19

Permeability tests performed with water.
The effective pore volume of the backfilled waste drums is significantly higher than high
performance concrete because the waste drums are not filled up completely.
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Repository element geometries and derived void space volumes from the generic
repository design (basic configuration according to Table 2-2).
Cross-section
for storage
[m2]

Length [m]

Eff. porosity
[-]

Void space
volume
[m³]

2203

290,1350

0.321

71,6004

56

5,727

0.321

1,8205

L/ILW Caverns

102.26

Pilot cavern

102.26

Branch tunnels

20.03

10x100

1000

20,030

0.352

7,0115

V5 Seals

20.03

11x20

220

4,407

0.303

1,3225

Shafts (V3)

45.40

2x40

80

3,632

0.303

1,0895

Rest of
repository

217,8806

0.352

76,2585

Entire
repository

541,8100

0
1
2

3

4
5
6

10x200

Volume
[m³]

159,100

Total volume according to the generic repository configuration (Table 2-2)
From 32.5 (m³/m) /102.26 (m²), according to the generic repository configuration (Table 2-2)
Lowly compacted sand/bentonite mixture, according to the generic repository configuration
(Table 2-2)
Well compacted sand/bentonite mixture, according to the generic repository configuration
(Table 2-2)
Total caverns void space volume, according to the generic repository configuration (Table 2-2)
Product of porosity and volume.
Total volume of all structures minus SMA caverns, pilot caven, branch tunnels, V3 and V5 seals.

2.2.3

Construction, operation and closure of the L/ILW repository

Due to the vertical dimension of approximately 14 m the emplacement cavern has to be
excavated in segments as shown in Fig. 2-4. Subsequent to the branch tunnel, the top heading of
the cavern is being excavated and rock support and the sprayed concrete liner with
reinforcement is applied in the crown over the total length of 200 m. Subsequently the core of
the bench can be excavated by ripping work before the remaining rock slopes on either side are
removed by roadheader and continuously underpinned (Fig. 2-4). Preferably the invert is
excavated and the ring of the outer liner is closed shortly after. A typical excavation sequence
may achieve advance rate at top heading of 50 to 80 m per month followed by an enlargement
(bench and invert) with similar rates. According to the overall realization schedule all
10 emplacement tunnels need to be completed within approximately 3 years. In order to
perform, 2 to 3 caverns are being excavated concurrently. Prior to the construction of the
emplacement tunnels, a construction period of 4 years and an operation period of 5 years are
anticipated for the rock laboratory.

9

Fig. 2-4:
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Excavation sequence of the L/ILW emplacement cavern K09 using top heading (1)
with area 55 m², bench core (2) and wall (3, 4) with area 65 m², and invert (5) with
area 11 m².

During operation, all open underground structures are ventilated via ventilation shafts and the
access ramp. For simplicity, a constant air temperature of 28 °C and a relative humidity of 60%
are assumed in all open tunnel sections. After backfilling of the underground structures,
humidity is assumed to increase instantly and the temperature begins to equilibrate towards
ambient temperature. Pore pressure in the backfilled structures is assumed to be atmospheric as
long as the repository is open. After repository closure (placement of the repository seal), the
repository starts to re-pressurize under the action of re-saturation and gas generation
respectively.
The concept of repository operation envisages emplacing disposal containers in two caverns
concurrently whereas the other caverns remain empty. The gaps are filled with cementitious
mortar M1 as soon as a single layer of disposal containers within one compartment are
emplaced. Once waste packages are emplaced at the upper part (top heading) and backfilled
with mortar, the access to the cavern is plugged with concrete (V5) seal or with an EGTS seal
that consists of bentonite / sand mixture at the cavern entrance. When all caverns are filled the
observation phase begins wherein the branch tunnels to the caverns and the operation and access
tunnels are backfilled. A long-term seal is placed within the access tunnel (V4) at the transition
of Opalinus Clay with the overlying geological formation. A concrete plug (V2) separates the
backfilled underground facilities from the shaft, the pilot facility and the test area.
At the end of the observation phase, the entire underground facility will be closed; this involves
backfilling of the remaining repository elements and placement of the necessary seals. Table 2-6
summarizes the essentials of the repository timeline and the corresponding status of a
representative cavern in the centre of the main repository facility. A schematic sketch of the
repository timeline is given in Fig. 2-5.
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Repository timeline and corresponding timeline of a cavern in the centre of the
main repository facility (data have been subjected to Nagra’s data clearance
procedure).

Phase

Repository
timeline

Timeline of cavern in the centre of the main
repository

Construction of rock laboratory

Years 0-4

Not existing

Operation of rock laboratory

Years 4-9

Not existing

Construction of main repository

Years 9-12

Cavern construction (years 10.5-11.5)1

Operation / emplacement period

Years 12-27

Cavern operation / waste emplacement and
backfill (years 20-22)2

Monitoring of main repository

Years 27-37

Cavern monitoring (years 22-37)3

Observation of entire repository

Years 37-77

Cavern monitoring (years 37-77)3

Post-closure phase

Years 77+

Cavern monitoring (years 77+)4

1
2

3
4

Top heading: 6 months; bench/invert: 6 months.
Note: the cavern with total length of 200 m consists of 7 sections with 28 m length each. Filling of
segment 2: 1 week per section every 14 weeks; filling of segment 1: 1 day per section; closure of
segment 1 and cavern plug: end of year 21.
Assumption: atmospheric conditions in backfilled cavern, no ventilation
Pressure build-up due to re-saturation and gas generation
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Fig. 2-5:
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Status of the repository during: (a) construction and operation of rock laboratory
(9 years), (b) construction of the main repository (3 years), (c) operation/
emplacement period (15 years), (d) monitoring of main repository, all caverns
backfilled and sealed (10 years), (e) monitoring of entire repository (40 years), (f)
post-operational phase after final sealing and closure. Full lines: open; dotted lines:
backfilled; bold: seal.
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Gas generation rates

Gas generation in the L/ILW repository after repository closure is predominantly due to
corrosion of metals and degradation of organics in the waste. In the framework of preparatory
work for SGT Stage 2, sensitivity analyses were performed to illustrate the range of timedependent gas generation rates in the L/ILW repository, with the following main assumptions:
•

Reference inventory corresponding to 50 years of operation of the current Swiss nuclear
power plants and to radioactive waste arising in medicine, industry and research up to the
year 2050.

•

Favourable and unfavourable allocation of waste sorts to L/ILW emplacement rooms from
the point of view of gas generation.

•

Consideration of three different local chemical environments depending on the contents of
organics in individual waste sorts leading to different reductions of pH and a corresponding
increase of corrosion rates (with respect to a highly alkaline environment without the
presence of organics).

•

Consideration of realistic, pessimistic and optimistic metal corrosion rates and degradation
rates of organics.

•

Unlimited availability of water required to maintain such rates.

•

Based on preliminary assessment calculations, which indicate that for L/ILW emplacement
rooms, the contribution of gas generated from the corrosion of tunnel installations (i.e.
cavern lining, concrete, rock anchors) is negligible compared to the gas generation from the
waste, this contribution is omitted in the sensitivity analysis.

•

Gas generation rates are calculated as specific (bulk) quantities and are given per m³
packaged waste (i.e. packaged in disposal containers) per year. This allows flexibility when
adjusting gas transport models to variable cavern geometries.

The following gas generation rates, based on the results of the sensitivity analyses of gas
generation rates outlined above, are used as input to the sensitivity analyses of gas release in the
present report:
•

A reference value: 0.1 m³gas/m³waste/a (time independent)

•

An upper bounding value: 1.0 m³gas/m³waste/a (time independent)

•

A lower bounding value: 0.001 m³gas/m³waste/a (time independent)

•

A typical time-dependent gas generation rate for average L/ILW (Fig. 2-6)

The K09 emplacement cavern layout (Fig. 2-2) comprising 11 LC1 disposal containers each
with 26 m³ volume and 5.25 m length (including gaps and other concrete structures within the
cavern) yields about 55 m³ packaged waste per meter cavern length. This allows to express gas
generation rates in term of m³gas per metre cavern length per year.

13
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Fig. 2-6:

Typical time-dependent gas generation rate for average L/ILW and steps for linear
interpolation for implementation in the numerical model.

2.4

Host-rock hydraulic properties

Hydraulic properties of the host rock formations in the candidate siting regions are a key input
for modeling the gas transport through the repository elements and surrounding host rock. In
order to derive reference geodata sets comprising hydraulic properties of the host rocks, a
comprehensive survey of available hydrogeological and hydromechanical laboratory and field
data was integrated into a traceable interpretation methodology developed in Senger et al.
(2013). The interpretation and synthesis performed for the Opalinus Clay indicated that:
•

The intact rock matrix of the Opalinus Clay is characterized by very low hydraulic
conductivity typically in the range between 1.0E-14 and 1.0E-13 m/s. Variability of rock
matrix conductivity is also low. Laboratory experiments carried out with core samples
indicate anisotropy of matrix permeability related to bedding typically with anisotropy
factors of approximately 5. Mineralogical evidence from core samples suggests that
porosity increases with clay content and decreases with carbonates and quartz content. Core
analyses from several boreholes further indicated that distributions of porosity vary with
depth. Tests on core samples recovered from the Schlattingen SLA-1 borehole exhibit
significant stress dependency of porosity and permeability.

•

Discrete water-conducting features (WCF) or faults in the Opalinus Clay are not
hydraulically active. The inventory of brittle structures recovered from boreholes was
integrated into the analyses of packer tests, revealing that discontinuities in the Opalinus
Clay do not exhibit hydraulic conductivity higher than the intact rock matrix. This effect is
attributed to self-sealing properties of the Opalinus Clay at overburden depths greater than
200 m. Hydraulic conductivities determined from laboratory experiments on intact rock
samples further indicate that packer test interval conductivity corresponds to conductivity of
the rock matrix.
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Furthermore, the host-rock geodata syntheses were extended through the comprehensive
integration of laboratory tests, field campaigns and gas-related shale characterization studies for
the determination of two-phase flow properties of the host rocks (Senger et al. 2013). The
compilation of reference hydraulic properties for gas transport comprises two different sets of
reference values, namely for the shallow and deep repository configurations (shallow:
300-500 m bgl; deep: 500-900 m bgl). An overview of parameter reference as well as alternative
values for the shallow and deep repository configurations is given in Tables 2-7 and 2-8,
respectively.
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Tab. 2-7:
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Values for gas-related parameters of the undisturbed Opalinus Clay for a shallow
L/ILW repository in Northern Switzerland (RV - reference value, AV - alternative
value) from Senger et al. (2013).

Parameter

RV

AV

Remarks

Opalinus Clay – shallow (300 – 500m bgl)
Intrinsic permeability
normal to bedding
k┴
[m2]

1×10-20

2×10-21 (1)
5×10-20 (2)

RV: corresponds to the reference value for hydraulic
conductivity at Mont Terri.
AV(1): corresponds to the reference value for
hydraulic conductivity in the ZNO.
AV(2): corresponds to the upper range for hydraulic
conductivity at Mont Terri.

Anisotropy coefficient 5
k║/k┴

1

RV: according to Senger et al. (2013).
AV: no significant anisotropy

Capillary pressure - saturation relationship

van Genuchten parametric model

Capillary strength Po
[MPa]
Shallow (< 500m)

RV: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(drying path)

18

12

1

4.62

AV1: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(wetting path)
AV2: Estimates from field tests

Shape Parameter n
1.67

1.54

RV: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(drying path)
AV: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(wetting path)

Relative permeability – saturation relationship

van Genuchten/Mualem parametric model using the
shape parameter n from the Pc-S curve

Residual water
saturation Swr
[-]

RV: according to the results of adsorption / desorption
measurements, suggesting that 50% of the total pore
space can be classified as micro- and mesopores.

0.5

0.1

AV: assuming that most of the pore water is mobile
(not supported by experimental data)
Residual gas
saturation Sgr
[-]

0.00

Total porosity
[%]

12%

Lower bound of
fracture pressure
[MPa]

σv=ρrock·g·z

0.003

RV: effective gas entry pressure of the rock is
infinitesimal
AV: the residual gas saturation determines the
effective gas entry value. Effective gas entry values
were determined by gas permeability testing at Mont
Terri and Benken.

16%

AV: Porosity of the shaly facies at Mont Terri: 16%.
RV: corresponds to the reference value for the
porosity of the ZNO area. At Mont Terri, the sandy
facies exhibits typical porosity values of about 12%

Threshold pressure for 80%
pathway dilation1
[% of σv]

RV: lithostatic pressure σv at repository level
(ρrock=2.5 Mg/m3, overburden z in m bgl)
AV: RV: the on-set of pathway dilation is assumed at
about 80% of the lithostatic pressure.
AV: -
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Parameter

16

RV

AV

Remarks

Relationship between intrinsic permeability and hydraulic conductivity:

[ ]

k m2 =

ηw
⋅ K ≈ 1×10 −7 ⋅ K [m / s ]
ρw ⋅ g

ηw - dynamic viscosity of water, [Pa⋅s]
ρw - density of water, [kg m-3]
g

- gravitational acceleration, [m s-2]

1

Linear permeability enhancement assumed, when gas pressure exceeds threshold pressure for
pathway dilation (see Senger et al. 2013)
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Tab. 2-8:
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Values for gas-related parameters of the undisturbed Opalinus Clay for a deep
L/ILW repository in Northern Switzerland (RV - reference value, AV - alternative
value) from Senger et al. (2013).

Parameter

RV

AV

Remarks

Opalinus Clay – deep (500 – 900m bgl)
Intrinsic permeability
normal to bedding
k┴
[m2]

2×10-21

1×10-21

RV: corresponds to the reference value for hydraulic
conductivity at Benken.
AV: corresponds to the lower range for hydraulic
conductivity at Benken.

Anisotropy coefficient 5
k║/k┴

1

RV: according to Senger et al. (2013).
AV: no significant anisotropy

Capillary pressure - saturation relationship

Parametric model according to van Genuchten

Capillary strength Po
[MPa]
deep
(> 500m)

RV: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(drying path)

34

60

1

182

AV1: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(drying path)
AV2: from shallow OPA

Shape Parameter n
1.6

1.8

RV: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(drying path)
AV: derived from capillary pressure measurements
(drying path – high Po)

Relative permeability – saturation relationship

Parametric model according to van Genuchten/
Mualem using the shape parameter n from the Pc-S
curve

Residual water
saturation Swr
[-]

RV: according to the results of adsorption / desorption
measurements, suggesting that 50% of the total pore
space can be classified as micro- and mesopores.

0.5

0.1

AV: assuming that most of the pore water is mobile
Residual gas
saturation Sgr
[-]

0.00

Total porosity
[%]

12%

0.003

RV: effective gas entry pressure of the rock is
infinitesimal
AV: the residual gas saturation determines the
effective gas entry value. Effective gas entry values
were determined by gas permeability testing at Mont
Terri and Benken

10%

RV: Porosity measurements from Schlattingen core
(OPA-20) (avg. Value between different core
samples) 16%.
AV: corresponds to the lower value in OPA-of about
10%

Lower bound of
fracture pressure
[MPa]
Threshold pressure for
pathway dilation1
[% of σv]

σv=ρrock·g·z

RV: lithostatic pressure σv at repository level
(ρrock=2.5 Mg/m3, overburden z in m bgl)
AV: -

80%

RV: the on-set of pathway dilation is assumed at
about 80% of the lithostatic pressure.
AV: -
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Parameter
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RV

AV

Remarks

Relationship between intrinsic permeability and hydraulic conductivity:

[ ]

k m2 =

ηw
⋅ K ≈ 1×10 −7 ⋅ K [m / s ]
ρw ⋅ g

ηw - dynamic viscosity of water, [Pa⋅s]
ρw - density of water, [kg m-3]
g

- gravitational acceleration, [m s-2]

1

Linear permeability enhancement assumed, when gas pressure exceeds threshold pressure for
pathway dilation (see Senger et al. 2013)

2.5

Representation of the EDZ

The Excavation damaged zone (EDZ) around underground structures is a zone with significant
plastic deformation and significant changes in flow and transport properties. These changes can
include one or more orders of magnitude increase in flow permeability (Tsang et al. 2005).
Previous performance assessment studies of the EDZ in Opalinus Clay were based on idealised
representations, assuming concentric shells (single shell or double shell, respectively) with
enhanced hydraulic conductivity, the radius of which depends on the local tunnel radius and the
orientation of the tunnel axis to the principal horizontal stress direction (Nagra 2002). The
idealized EDZ of seal sections and access tunnels retained typically an enhanced hydraulic
conductivity of 10 times that of undisturbed Opalinus Clay and a thickness of less than a tunnel
radius. For the L/ILW caverns, the equivalent EDZ thickness was assumed to be greater with an
extension of up to 2 tunnel radii. In the framework of SGT – Stage 2, Alcolea et al. (2014)
developed a new workflow for the abstraction of complex EDZ fracture networks to simplified
representations with equivalent flow and transport characteristics. Hydraulic EDZ abstractions
were derived for a wide spectrum of L/ILW and SF/HLW configurations, assuming that
Opalinus Clay is the host rock. The approach consists of the following steps (Fig. 2-7):
•

A geomechanical sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess the extent and the shape of
the EDZ around the underground structures of a geological repository for radioactive waste
(Geomechanica 2013). The geomechanical simulations with a discrete element model
(FEMDEM) provided discrete fracture networks of the EDZ around the repository
structures for a wide range of possible repository configurations in the Opalinus Clay of the
candidate siting regions in Northern Switzerland.

•

The FEMDEM fracture networks consist of thousands of fractures, each of them
characterized by fracture orientation, fracture length and fracture aperture. A box counting
approach is applied to convert the fracture networks into cell-based porosity distributions.

•

An empirical porosity-permeability relationship (Kozeny-Carman) is adopted to convert the
cell porosities in hydraulic conductivities.

•

The cell-based porosity and conductivity distributions are converted in a shell with a fixed
radius and homogeneous porosity / permeability.
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Fig. 2-7:
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EDZ abstraction process for a circular tunnel (diameter 2.8 m) from Alcolea et al.
(2014) in analogy to the access tunnels to the L/ILW caverns: representative
fracture patterns are simulated for relevant repository configurations with a discrete
element model. The discrete fracture patterns are converted in heterogeneous
porosity and conductivity distributions. In a final abstraction process, the
heterogeneous porosity / permeability distributions are converted in a shell with
fixed radius and homogeneous porosity / conductivity.

Equivalent hydraulic EDZ conductivities and the corresponding radii of the EDZ were
calculated for cross-sections of a K09 emplacement cavern for L/ILW, a SF/HLW emplacement
tunnel, access tunnels, shafts and seal sections (Alcolea et al. 2014). The simulations reveal a
distinct reduction of the EDZ conductivity with time (“self-sealing”), starting immediately after
repository closure. In the late times, when the pore pressure approaches the static formation
pressure, the EDZ fractures have closed in response to the swelling processes in the rock matrix.
As a consequence, the permeability of the EDZ is mainly controlled by the porosity increase of
the swollen rock matrix. Further details about the hydro-mechanical processes associated with
the EDZ evolution are found in Alcolea et al. (2014).
For the 3-D simulations of gas pressure build-up in the backfilled underground structures of a
L/ILW repository, it is mainly the EDZ around the seal sections (repository seal, caverns seals,
shafts), which contributes to the release of the accumulated gases. The modelling results of
Alcolea et al. (2014) suggest that the zone of significantly increased hydraulic conductivity is
limited to a zone with a thickness of ~ 1-2 m around the seal sections. For circular tunnel
sections with a diameter of 3-6 m the corresponding reference values for the effective EDZ
radius, the hydraulic conductivity and the porosity were specified as rEDZ= 1 m, KEDZ = 10×KOPA
and nEDZ= 1.25×nOPA. Fig. 2-8 shows selected results of the sensitivity analyses for a circular
tunnel cross-section with a diameter of 2.8 m.
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Fig. 2-8:
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Results of the EDZ abstraction approach for a circular tunnel section (Alcolea et al.
2014): Radially averaged porosities and hydraulic conductivities for a wide range
of possible repository configurations.
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Development of repository-scale gas-release model

The sensitivity analysis of gas release in the L/ILW repository requires the modelling of
isothermal two-phase flow through the repository structures and surrounding host rock. For this,
a numerical model is used with the equation-of-state module EOS5 for water and hydrogen of
TOUGH2 (Pruess et al 1999). Diffusive transport of dissolved gas is neglected in this study,
providing a conservative approach with respect to gas pressure build-up. Some additional
simulations have been carried out with the EOS3 module for water and air as a conservative
approach with respect to gas properties.
Chapter 3.1 presents the development of a three-dimensional grid representing the L/ILW
repository geometry as well as necessary scaling considerations and adjustments made to the
mesh discretization and model parameters. Chapter 3.2 discusses the initial and boundary
conditions applied for the simulations of gas migration in the repository, through the host-rock
and into the confining rock formations. Chapter 3.3 elaborates on the implementation of the
operational phases, based on the repository timeline discussed in the previous chapter.
Furthermore, Chapter 3.4 presents the implementation into the numerical model. Hydraulic
properties assigned to the repository elements as well as associated scaling considerations are
discussed in Chapter 3.5.

3.1

Mesh generation and model set-up

The repository-scale model is developed using an Integrated Finite Differences (IFD) grid with
nested refinements in the vertical and horizontal direction. The nested grid allows for a finer
discretization around the repository elements that coarsens away from the repository and
towards the model boundaries, resulting in a total number of nodes of approximately 375,000
with 1,155,000 connections between them. The grid consists of 30 horizontal layers in total. The
emplacement caverns are therein discretized with two inner layers comprising 5×10×3 m3 cells
and two outer layers with 4×10×2 m3 cells. The operations and access tunnels are discretized
with cells with dimensions of 10×3×3 m3. The coarsest cells with dimensions of 80×80×30 m3
correspond to the edges of the rectangular model domain.
The L/ILW repository is implemented in the IFD grid based on the following
considerations/assumptions:
•

The repository tunnels represented explicitly in the model comprise two parallel access
tunnels, one pilot cavern with branch tunnel, ten L/ILW emplacement caverns with branch
tunnels, two vertical shafts extending to the top boundary of the model, one operations
tunnel and parallel to it one ventilation tunnel, five tunnels connecting the operation with
the ventilation tunnel, a test facility with a control tunnel, and a perimeter tunnel encircling
the emplacement caverns.

•

The access tunnels are horizontal and their inclination is not explicitly included in the
geometry. Hydraulic effects associated with the inclination of the access tunnel and the
relative difference of elevation of the ramp are accounted for by appropriate boundary
conditions (Chapter 3.2).

•

The cross-sections of all repository elements are rectangular and do not precisely represent
the actual cross-sections of the repository design (discussed in Chapter 2). Discrepancies in
cross-sectional areas and volumes are compensated through scaling of the hydraulic
properties assigned to the repository elements in the model.
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•

The seals, plugs, and emplacement caverns are not represented in detail (i.e. waste
containers, backfill, concrete etc) but described through effective hydraulic properties and
volumes relevant to gas transport. Similarly, liners and installations in the repository tunnels
are not explicitly described.

•

An EDZ is accounted for around all repository elements. Depending on the discretization,
the EDZ may be assigned around the entire circumference of a tunnel or only at the tunnel
top and bottom. Hydraulic permeability of the EDZ is then scaled accordingly.

An overview of the implemented L/ILW repository model is shown in Fig. 3-1. The grid
coordinates indicated in the figure represent local coordinates; the reference elevation Z=0 m
corresponds to the horizontal plane through the repository, with the vertical extent of the model
ranging from -213 to 95 m. In plan view, the model extends from -240 to 2560 m and -680 to
680 m in the horizontal X and Y directions, respectively. The repository plane is set to the
middle of the Opalinus Clay that has a thickness of 110 m (see also Table 2-1), whereas the
upper and lower confining formations extend 40 m above and 158 m below the host rock
formation, respectively.

Fig. 3-1:

3-D representation of the L/ILW repository model geometry with the various
underground structures: (1) operation tunnel; (2) ventilation tunnel; (3) access
tunnel; (4) control tunnel; (5) perimeter tunnel; (6) test facility; (7) pilot cavern; (8)
L/ILW emplacement caverns; (9) branch tunnels; (10) shafts; (11) Upper confining
unit; (12) Opalinus Clay; (13) Lower confining unit.

Fig. 3-2 shows detailed views of the implemented repository elements. The lengths of the
L/ILW caverns, V5 seals, and branch tunnels are 200, 20 and 97 m, respectively, with a distance
of 90 m between them. The length of the pilot cavern is 56 m. In the operation and ventilation
tunnel, 60-m long V2 seals are assigned. The repository seals (V4) of 40 m length are specified
at the boundary between the host rock and the overlying confining unit. Additional information
on the geometry of the individual repository elements is given in Table 3-1. A comparison of
the volumes implemented with the IFD grid to the void space volumes specified in the generic
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repository design (Table 2-5) indicates the required scaling of the different repository elements
through an effective porosity that comprises both the porosity of the material and a volume
scaling factor. The L/ILW caverns, pilot tunnel, branch tunnels, V5 and V3 seals are scaled
individually and directly using the corresponding void volumes prescribed in the repository
design (Tables 2-5 and 3-1, blue fields). The rest of the repository components are scaled based
on their total volume in the model compared to that in the design (Tables 2-5 and 3-1, red
fields). The resulting scaled total void pore volume amounts approximately 159,100 m³ which is
the same as that in the repository design (Tab. 2-5).
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Fig. 3-2:
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Detailed views of model geometry and grid including (1) L/ILW emplacement
caverns; (2) V5 plugs; (3) branch tunnels; (4) operations tunnel; (5) ventilation
tunnel; (6) V2 plugs; (7) test facility; (8) perimeter tunnel; (9) control tunnel; (10)
pilot cavern; (11) pilot branch tunnel; (12) access tunnels; (13) V4 repository plug;
(14) access ramp; (15) V3 seal; (16) operation shaft; (17) Upper confining unit;
(18) Lower confining unit. Top: plan view; middle: YZ slice through emplacement
cavern; bottom, left: plan view detail including the repository seals and access
ramps; bottom, right: XZ cross-section showing the operation tunnel and shaft.
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Tab. 3-1
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Geometry of repository elements implemented in the IFD grid and scaling of
effective porosity in order to adjust to void space volumes derived in the generic
repository design.
Crosssection
[m2]

L/ILW caverns

100

Pilot cavern

100

Branch tunnels

60

Length
[m]
10x200
10x97

Volume
[m³]

Volume
correction
[-]

Eff.
porosity
[-]

Void space
volume
[m³]

2,000

200,000

0.35801

71,6004

56

5,600

0.32501

1,8204

970

58,200

0.12051

7,0114

1

1,3224

V5 Seals

60

11x20

220

13,200

0.1001

Shafts (V3)

36

2x40

80

2,880

0.37831

1,0894

Access tunnels

36

618+762

1,380

49,680

0.86932

0.30433

15,1184

2

3

17,7254

Operation tunnel

36

1,618

58,248

0.8693

Ventilation tunnel

36

1,618

58,248

0.86932

0.30433

17,7254

Op.-Vent. tunnels

30

5x34

204

6,120

0.86932

0.30433

1,8624

Test facility

30

105+177
x2

459

13,770

0.86932

0.30433

4,1904

Pilot op. tunnel

36

82

2,952

0.86932

0.30433

8984

Pilot branch tunnel

60

57

3,420

0.86932

0.30433

1,0414

Shafts (Upper
confing unit)

36

104

3,744

0.86932

0.30433

1,1394

Control tunnel

30

190

5,700

0.86932

0.30433

1,7354

Perimeter tunnel

30

1625

48,750

0.86932

0.30433

14,8354

2x52

1125+2x
250

Entire repository
1
2

3
4

3.2

530,512

0.3043

159,110

From scaling directly to the void space volume of corresponding component as given in Table 2-5.
From scaling the total volume of the rest of the repository (red cells) to the total volume as given in Table 2-5: (217,880 m³)
/(49,680+2*58,248+6,120+13,770+2,952+3,420+3,744+5,700+48,750 m³)
From scaling porosity of lowly compacted sand/bentonite mixture (0.35) with the volume correction.
Product of effective porosity and volumes in model.

Initial and boundary conditions

The model domain is assumed to be initially fully water-saturated and hydrostatic pressures are
assigned to the nodes prior to the repository construction. The top and bottom layers of the
3D grid are connected to external boundary elements with prescribed hydrostatic pressures. The
initial pressure distribution and the prescribed pressures at the top and bottom boundaries are
adjusted depending on the desired repository depth for the gas release modeling cases (i.e. 300,
500, or 700 m). All vertical model boundaries represent no-flow boundaries.
Additional pressure boundary conditions are assigned to the repository ramp after the repository
is sealed (post-closure period). The prescribed pressure values correspond to hydrostatic
pressure at the top of the Opalinus Clay host rock (55 m above the repository elevation). The
thickness of the Opalinus Clay is assumed constant for all model runs, so that the hydrostatic
pressure prescribed at the ramp only depends on the repository depth (i.e. 2.5, 4.47, and 6.43
MPa for 300, 500, and 700 m repository depth, respectively).
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Although the model sensitivity runs are run isothermally, fluid properties such as viscosity and
density depend on temperature. Depth-dependent ambient temperatures are thus assigned to the
grid nodes depending on the actual depth in each simulation case. For this, a temperature
gradient of 0.044 °C is assumed with a 10 °C offset corresponding to the surface temperature.
Internal boundary conditions are assigned to open tunnels during the ventilation period through
prescribed atmospheric pressure and a capillary suction corresponding to relative humidity of
60% and ambient temperature at the repository depth. The emplacement saturation of all the
backfill and seal materials is assumed to be 50%.

3.3

Operational and post-closure phases

The repository timeline and associated construction, operations, and post-closure phases
described in Chapter 2.4 are implemented in the gas release model in five consecutive phases:
•

Operational phase 1: construction and operation of rock laboratory (0-9 years): ventilation
of access tunnels, operations shaft, test facility, perimeter tunnel, and portions of operation
and ventilation tunnel up to the perimeter tunnel and test facility. The rest of the
underground structures (i.e. emplacement caverns) are not yet excavated.

•

Operational phase 2: construction and emplacement period (9-27 years): ventilation of all
underground structures.

•

Operational phase 3: monitoring of main repository (27-37 years): backfilled L/ILW
caverns, pilot cavern, V5 seals, branch tunnels and perimeter tunnel. The rest of the
repository elements remain open and ventilated.

•

Operational phase 4: observation of entire repository (37-77 years): backfilled access
tunnels, ramp, V2 and V4 seals, and portions of operation and ventilation tunnel. The test
facility, control tunnel, and operation and ventilation shafts remain accessible and
ventilated.

•

Post-closure phase (77 - 100,000 years): all repository components are backfilled. Constant
gas generation rates are assigned to emplacement and pilot caverns, hydrostatic pressure is
prescribed at the repository ramp.

The transition between these phases occurs instantaneously, i.e. it is assumed that all L/ILW
emplacement caverns are backfilled instantaneously at 37 years. A schematic comparison
between the conceptualized operations phases in the repository design and the gas-release model
is shown in Fig. 3-3.
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Fig. 3-3:

Illustration of the four operational phases implemented in the gas release model
and comparison to the construction and operation phases from the generic
repository timeline. Green: accessible; red: not accessible.

3.4

Gas generation rates

For modeling the gas release it assumed that waste-generated gas has the properties of H2 in
terms of viscosity, density and solubility. The reference gas generation rate of 5.448 m³gas/m/a
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SATP (Chapter 2.4) is transformed into hydrogen mass rate using the SATP H2 density
(0.0824 kg/m³). This results in a generation rate of 2.846E-6 kg H2 /s for a single emplacement
cavern (200 m) and of 7.967E-7 kg H2 /s for the pilot cavern (56 m). The gas generation rates
are prescribed uniformly to the grid cells representing the backfill material of the L/ILW and
pilot caverns.
In an alternative approach, it is assumed that waste-generated gas has the properties of air. This
is considered conservative with respect to gas pressure build-up, as the solubility of air in water
is smaller than for H2 in water, and the viscosity of air is greater than the viscosity of H2. In this
case, the reference gas generation rate is transformed into the equivalent generation rate of air
mass using the SATP air density (1.1792 kg/m³). This results in a generation rate of
4.071E-5 kg air/s for a single emplacement cavern (200 m) and of 1.139E-5 kg air/s for the pilot
cavern (56 m).

3.5

Hydraulic properties and parameter models

3.5.1

Two-phase flow parameter models

In the framework of the current modeling study it is assumed that the rock mass always behaves
like an elastic medium. The propagation of gas phase through the porous medium is controlled
by the gas entry pressure, also known as the capillary threshold pressure, which represents the
difference between gas pressure and water pressure needed to displace the porewater from the
initially fully saturated medium. Once the gas entry pressure has been exceeded, the gas
mobility is controlled mostly by the intrinsic permeability K of the formation, the permeabilitysaturation relationship (commonly known as relative permeability), and the relationship
between the capillary pressure and the water saturation (also known as suction or water
retention curve). The functional dependency between the pore space saturation and the relative
permeability or the capillary pressure is commonly described with parametric models, such as
that by van Genuchten (1980), describing the functional relationship between water saturation
and capillary pressure Pc, given as:
𝑛𝑛/(1−𝑛𝑛)

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃0 ∙ �𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒

1/𝑛𝑛

(3-1)

− 1�

where P0 is the capillary strength parameter (or apparent gas-entry pressure), n is the shape
factor and Se is the effective saturation derived through normalization of the liquid saturation Sl
with the liquid residual saturation Slr as:
𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 =

𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 −𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
1−𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

(3-2)

Relative gas/water permeability kr,g and kr,l can be derived by integration of the capillary
pressure curve following the approach of Mualem (e.g. Helmig 1997), represented by the van
Genuchten model using the same shape parameters obtained from the capillary pressure
function, given by:

𝛾𝛾

1
1−𝑛𝑛

𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟,𝑙𝑙 = 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 ∙ �1 − �1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 �

𝑛𝑛−1
𝑛𝑛

2

�

(3-3)
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𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟,𝑔𝑔 = (1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒

)𝜀𝜀

𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛

1
𝑛𝑛

2(1− )

∙ �1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 �
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(3-4)

where ε and γ are empirical shape factors, describing the pore connectivity of the medium which
are typically set to ε = 1/2 and γ = 1/3 (Luckner et al., 1989).
Enhanced gas mobility is described by the Grant model (Grant, 1977), where the relative
permeability of the gas phase is given by:
(3-5)

𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟,𝑔𝑔 = 1 − 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟,𝑙𝑙

With the Grant model, the gas and liquid phases tend to move independently of each other,
which is typical for fracture-porous rocks where liquid tend to migrate primarily through the
matrix due to higher capillary pressures, and gas migrates through the higher-permeable
fractures characterized by lower capillary pressures. This has been used for upscaling a discretefracture network (DFN) model of the fractured EDZ to a homogeneous continuous porous
media (CPM) model with effective two-phase flow parameters based on the Grant model for the
gas releative permeability (Lanyon and Senger 2008).
Dilatancy-controlled gas flow (or "pathway dilation"; terminology after Horseman et al. 1996)
is a transport mechanism of special importance for argillaceous media with low tensile strength.
Alonso&Olivella (2008) developed a hybrid formulation of pathway dilation, expressing the
effective permeability of the rock as the superposition of an intrinsic matrix permeability and a
stress dependent fracture transmissivity (“embedded fracture approach”). The approach was
tested successfully for soft clays (bentonite) and for claystone. An even simpler approach has
been introduced by Senger et al. (2008), using a pressure dependent permeability multiplier:
(𝑃𝑃−𝑃𝑃1
�
2 −𝑃𝑃1

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘0 �1 + (𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 − 1) (𝑃𝑃

(3-6)

where k0 is the reference permeability, kfactor is a scaling factor, P1 is the characteristic
pressure for the on-set of dilation, and P2 is maximum pressure corresponding to the maximum
permeability. The relationship between capillary strength and permeability is typically
represented by Leverett’s function as:
𝑘𝑘

𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜′ = 𝑃𝑃0 � 𝑘𝑘0

(3-7)

The onset of pathway dilation is expected at 80% of the lithostatic formation pressure at the
repository level (Tables 2-7 and 2-8) assuming an average bulk density of 2.5 Mg/m³ of the rock
formations above the repository. Permeability of the Opalinus Clay and of the EDZ is linearly
enhanced by a factor of maximum of 10 between the onset (80%) and the lithostatic stress
(100%). In addition, capillary strength P0 may also be reduced according to Leverett scaling of
capillary pressure (through the capillary strength parameter P0).
An important feature of the deformation behaviour of argillaceous materials is their self-sealing
capacity (e.g. Nagra 2002). Permeability enhancement at elevated gas pressures tends not to be
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permanent; when the gas pressure is reduced the material reconsolidates and the hydraulic and
mechanical properties of the porous medium approach the values which are characteristic for
the undisturbed stress state.
The hydraulic and two-phase flow parameters for the intact host rock (Opalinus Clay) are a
described in detail in Chapter 2.4 and summarized in Table 2.7 and 2.8.

3.5.2

Model parameters for the repository components and EDZ

The hydraulic and two-phase properties for the repository components are based on the
compilations in Nagra (2008) and summarized in Table 3-2, which also includes the relevant
parameters for the upper and lower confining units. As indicated in Table 3-2, two different sets
of intrinsic permeabilities are assumed for the EGTS and will be tested in the numerical
simulations of Chapter 4. The porosity assigned to the repository components is derived based
on the scaling of the corresponding volumes as given in Table 3-1.

Tab. 3-2:

Hydraulic and two-phase flow properties assigned to the repository components
(Nagra 2008).
Permeability k
[m²]

Pore
compressibility Cp
[1/Pa]

P0

n

Slr

Sgr

L/ILW caverns

1.0E-15

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

Pilot cavern

1.0E-15

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

Shaft (Upper
conf. units)

1.0E-18

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

Shaft (V3)

5.0E-181

1.0E-9

1.8E7

1.82

0.01

0.001

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

1.0E-9

4.0E3

2.5

0.3

0.001

1.0E-20
V2 seal
V4 seal

2

5.0E-181
1.0E-18

V5 seal

2

1.0E-161
1.0E-17

2

1.0E-161
1.0E-17

van Genuchten model parameters

2

All other
tunnels

1.0E-151

Upper confining
unit

1.0E-17

2.62E-10

1.0E5

2.0

0.25

0.001

Lower confining
unit

1.0E-18

2.62E-10

1.0E6

2.0

0.25

0.001

1
2

1.0E-16

2

First set of EGTS permeabilities (high-k).
Second set of EGTS permeabilities (low-k).
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As indicated in Fig. 3-2, the EDZ implementation in the model is dictated by the discretization.
The implemented EDZ surrounds the operations, access, branch tunnels and L/ILW caverns,
whereas for the test facility, control and perimeter tunnels the EDZ is only assigned to the
elements above and below the tunnel. The thickness of the EDZ is constant and equal to 2 m.
The differences between the EDZ conceptualization (Chapter 2.5) and model implementation in
terms of EDZ cross-sectional area and thickness need to be compensated through appropriate
scaling. The crucial function of the EDZ related to gas is that it forms a connected pathway
along the network of tunnels that can transport waste-generated gas from the emplacement
caverns to other parts of the repository and thus reduce the pressure build-up from the
accumulation of gas in the caverns. Moreover, the EDZ properties play a key role in the
transport of gas from the backfill into the surrounding host-rock. In order to correct the fluxes
through the EDZ, scaling factors are derived for permeability based on the different EDZ
approximations in the repository elements as shown in Table 2-5. Depending on the tunnel axis
orientation, the permeability components (Kx, Ky, Kz) are therein scaled either with the ratio of
EDZ width, or the ratio of EDZ cross-section between the EDZ concept and implementation.
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Scaling of permeability assigned to the EDZ of different repository components in
the repository model.
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Simulations of gas release from the L/ILW repository

After closure of the L/ILW repository, the release of waste-generated gas will be determined by
numerous factors related to geology (hydrogeological and hydromechanical conditions,
formation depth, hydraulic properties, confining formations) as well as aspects of the repository
design (pathways through the EGTS, gas generation rates, properties of backfill materials, seals
and EDZ). Based on the objectives elaborated in Chapter 4.1, the developed model for gas
release from the L/ILW repository will be employed for an assessment of the impact of these
factors by means of a sensitivity analysis. The analysis comprises X scenarios that are
implemented in simulation variants outlined in Chapter 4.2. The results of the simulations are
presented and discussed in detail in Chapter 4.3.

4.1

Aims of the sensitivity analyses

The assessment of the sensitivity of potential effects of post-closure gas generation on the
performance of the L/ILW addresses the following aspects:
•

Sensitivity of pressure build-up associated with the generation of gas in the emplacement
caverns.

•

Estimation of the repository resaturation time and return to undisturbed porewater pressure
regime. Fast resaturation of the repository reduces the volume available for gas storage in
the backfilled underground structures in early times and therefore enhances the build-up of
pressure.

•

Estimation of the role of hydrogeological and hydromechanical conditions at different
repository depths taking into account the associated reference hydraulic properties of the
host-rock at these depths. It needs to be therein investigated what is the impact on gas
transport through the EGTS and surrounding host-rock and how this depicts on pressure
build-up.

•

Estimation of the impact of gas generation rates on the evolution of pressure in the
backfilled underground structures and surrounding host-rock.

•

Estimation of pressure build-up sensitivity on different transport mechanisms including
two-phase flow through and pathway dilation in the EDZ and the host rock.

•

Estimation of different pathways for gas release and their ability to transport gas and
prevent pressure-build up. These include transport through the EGTS, EDZ, and the host
rock.

•

Estimation of the impact of site-specific hydrogeological conditions on pressure build-up.

These aspects are linked and interdependent through the coupled processes controlling the
transport of gas and porewater through the repository elements and surrounding host-rock
during the operation and post-closure phases. Therefore an analysis aiming at the associated
sensitivity of gas release requires the definition of bounding cases that allows a comprehensive
stepwise assessment. These are elaborated in the following.

4.2

Simulation variants

The following scenarios are implemented in simulation variants of the gas release L/ILW
repository model, summarized in Table 4-1:
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Base case for sensitivity analysis
In this first simulation the L/ILW repository is assumed to be at a depth of 500 m bgl.
Hydrostatic pressure distribution is assigned accordingly through the initial and boundary
conditions. For the post-closure phase, a hydrostatic pressure of 4.47 MPa is prescribed to the
ramp corresponding to the pressure at the top of the Opalinus Clay at the depth of 445 m bgl.
Ambient temperature at the repository level is approximately 32 °C. Hydraulic properties
assigned to the host rock correspond to the reference parameters derived for shallow Opalinus
Clay. The gas phase has the physical properties of H2. This simulation accounts for an EDZ but
pathway dilation is not taken into account, thus the simulation focuses on the pressure build-up
associated with the advective transport of H2 through the EGTS and host rock in both the gas
and liquid phase. Four operational phase precede the post-closure phase as described in Chapter
3.3.

R_3D_SMA01 (high EGTS permeabilities 1)
This simulation variant assumes a repository depth of 500 m bgl taking into account the
boundary conditions, Opalinus Clay properties and processes adopted in the reference case.
However, this simulation variant adopts the scenario of a high-permeable repository seal V4
(k=1.E-16 m2). The simulation evaluates the effectiveness of gas transport through the EGTS
with respect to the repository seal, and demonstrates the gas pressure and saturation sensitivities
to the repository seal permeability.

R_3D_SMA02 (low EGTS permeabilities1)
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA02 adopts the repository depth and conditions used in the base
case, however using the alternative set of lower intrinsic permeabilities for the backfilled
tunnels and seals placed in the repository. These are combined with the van Genuchten curves
for the relative permeabilities of water and gas. Pathway dilation is not included.

R_3D_SMA03 (low EGTS permeabilities1 with Grant curves)
This simulation variant is based on simulation variant R_3D_SMA02, but employs the Grant
curve instead of the van Genuchten curve for the gas relative permeability. The Grant model
represents higher gas mobility, thus enhancing the transport of waste-generated gas through the
EGTS.

R_3D_SMA04 (low-permeable upper confining unit)
This simulation variant assumes a repository depth of 500 m bgl. taking into account the
boundary conditions, Opalinus Clay properties and processes adopted in the base case.
However, for this simulation it is assumed that the permeability of the upper confining unit
overlying the Opalinus Clay is reduced to 1.E-20 m².

1

See parameter values in Table 3-2.
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R_3D_SMA05 (upper value of gas generation rates)
This simulation is based on the base case, but adopts the conservative gas generation rate of
1.0 m³gas/m³waste/a. Based on the volume of the waste inventory, the high generation rate
translate to complete corrosion of the waste after 10,000 years. Pathway dilation is not taken
into account.

R_3D_SMA06 (no gas generation, low EGTS permeabilities 1, air as gas phase)
This simulation aims at estimating the resaturation times and associated porewater pressure
recovery in the absence of waste-generated gas. For this, the set-up from simulation
R_3D_SMA02 (low permeabilities of repository structures) is adopted without gas generation
and assumes air for the gas phase using the EOS3 module.

R_3D_SMA07 (low EGTS permeabilities1, air as gas phase)
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA07 combines the EGTS hydraulic properties of variant
R_3D_SMA02 (low permeabilities) with the assumption that waste-generated gas has the
properties of air. The replacement of H2 with air is a conservative approach due to the higher
viscosity of air and its lower solubility in water.

R_3D_SMA07dil (low EGTS permeabilities1, air as gas phase, pathway dilation)
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA07dil extends the previous variant by taking into account effects
of pathway dilation in the host rock and the EDZ. Comparison between variants R_3D_SMA07
and R_3D_SMA07dil demonstrates the impact of pathway dilation on pressure build-up.

R_3D_SMA08 (repository depth: 300 m bgl, low EGTS permeabilities1)
In this simulation variant the repository depth is set to 300 m bgl. Pressure and temperature
boundary conditions are modified, with a hydrostatic pressure of 2.5 MPa at the ramp
(245 m bgl) and approximately 23 °C at the repository level. The reference hydraulic properties
for a shallow repository are assigned to the Opalinus Clay. An EDZ is taken into account.
Pathway dilation is not included. The different operational and post-closure phases are
simulated atthe corresponding repository depth.

R_3D_SMA08a (repository depth: 300 m bgl, low EGTS permeabilities1, air as gas
phase)
This simulation variant is the same as variant R_3D_SMA8, except that ‘air’ was assumed as
the gas phase using the TOUGH2 EOS3 module and the volumetric gas generation rate was
converted into the equivalent air mass rate using the density of air at SATP. For this, the
different operational and post-closure phases were also run with EOS3. The results from this
simulation are presented in the Appendix.

1

See parameter values in Table 3-2.
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R_3D_SMA09 (repository depth: 700 m bgl, low EGTS permeabilities1)
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA09 modifies the base case by assuming a repository depth of
700 m bgl with temperature of approximately 41 °C at the repository level. Initial and boundary
conditions are adjusted accordingly resulting in a hydrostatic pressure of 6.43 MPa assigned to
the ramp (645 m bgl). The hydraulic properties used for the host rock are the reference
parameters for the deep Opalinus Clay (Table 2-8). Operational phases are simulated at that
depth. Pathway dilation is not taken into account.

R_3D_SMA09a (repository depth: 700 m bgl, low EGTS permeabilities1, air as gas
phase)
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA09a is the same as R_3D_SMA09, except that air was assumed
as the gas phase using the EOS3 module. Operational phases are simulated using the
EOS3 module. The results from this simulation are presented in the Appendix.

R_3D_SMA10 (repository depth: 500 m bgl, realistic gas rates)
This simulation variant assumes a repository depth of 500 m bgl taking into account the
boundary conditions, Opalinus Clay properties and processes adopted in the base case. In the
previous variants used for the sensitivity analysis, a constant gas generation rate was assumed
corresponding to either the reference or the upper bounding values. In this variant, the gas rate is
time dependent, corresponding to the realistic gas generation rates decreasing with time (see
Fig. 2-6).

R_3D_SMA11 (repository depth at 300 m bgl., OPA AV shallow)
This simulation variant compares to variant R_3D_SMA08, where the repository depth is set to
300 m bgl. with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions of pressure and temperature.
However, in variant R_3D_SMA11 the alternative values for shallow Opalinus Clay (Table 2-7)
are assumed.

R_3D_SMA12 (high EGTS permeabilities1)
This simulation variant assumes a repository depth of 500 m bgl taking into account the
boundary conditions, Opalinus Clay properties and processes adopted in the base case.
However, this simulation variant adopts the scenario of high-permeable seals in the repository.
It is herein assumed that the intrinsic permeability of the V2, V3, and V4 seals is increased to
1.E-16 m2. The simulation demonstrates the effectiveness of gas transport through the EGTS
with respect to the repository seal function.
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Summary of the simulation variants used for the sensitivity analysis of gas release
from the L/ILW repository.
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Simulation results

The sensitivity analysis involves two-phase flow processes associated with the different
operational phases including ventilation and re-saturation (air-water), and with the post-closure
phase including waste-generated gas release (H2-water). Therefore, the simulation results are
discussed in two steps. In Section 4.3, the simulation of the operational phases are discussed by
comparing the results obtained with the modules EOS3 (air-water) and EOS5 (H2-water)
modules of TOUGH2. In Sections 4.3.2 through 4.3.15, the analysis of waste-generated gas
release during the post-closure phase is carried out for each simulation variant.

4.3.1

Simulation of operational phases

The simulations of the operational phases are based on the four operational phases described in
Chapter 3.3 and the associated boundary conditions discussed in Chapter 3.2. The repository
depth is assumed to be 500 m bgl. The EOS3 (water-air) module of TOUGH2 is used. The
resulting distributions of saturation and pressure are given in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, respectively.
The results indicate the de-saturation and depressurization of the host rock surrounding the open
tunnels. In the first 9 years corresponding to the first operational phase the effect is observed
around the opened sections of the access tunnel, operations shaft, operation and ventilation
tunnels, underground lab, and the perimeter tunnel. After 9 years the rest of the repository
structures is still open and the de-saturation and depressurization associated with ventilation
continues until 27 years, when the emplacement cavern, pilot cavern, and perimeter tunnel are
backfilled. Pressures in the backfilled caverns and tunnels remain at atmospheric conditions
through the end of the operational phases after 77 years, whereas the desaturaton front and cone
of depression continues to expand around the backfilled and open structures and into the
surrounding host rock. Gas saturation in the backfilled caverns and tunnels after 77 years is
approximately equal to the initial emplacement saturation of 50%. The gas phase extends
approximately 20 m away from the tunnels into the host rock (including the EDZ) with gas
saturations in the order of 1.E-3 to 1.E-2; however, the results depend on the mesh discretization
and should not be taken as precise values. At the end of the operational phases, pressure in the
host rock between the emplacement caverns has decreased from hydrostatic values to
approximately 2.5 MPa. The total air volume of the gas phase in the repository and surrounding
host rock after complete backfill at the end of the operational phases equals 1.07E5 m3,
corresponding to an equivalent air mass of 1.27E5 kg.
The effects associated with the operational phases are further examined under the assumption
that the gas phase is hydrogen using the EOS5 (water-H2) module of TOUGH2. This approach
aims at evaluating the modelling of gas transport in the different operational and post-closure
phases under the assumption that the gas phase has the properties of H2. An example of the
resulting gas saturation and pressure is given in Fig. 4-3, and corresponds to the end of the
operational phases. As expected the simulations with H2 as a gas phase do not indicate any
significant differences in terms of saturation and pressure compared to the simulations using air.
The total volume of H2 gas phase in the host rock and in the repository after complete backfill at
the end of the operational phases equals 1.07E5 m3, which is the same as when using air,
corresponding to a mass of H2 in the gas phase of 1.22E4 kg. This yields a difference of
1.15E5 kg in terms of mass of gas phase found in the model domain at the beginning of the
post-closure phase that corresponds to the onset of waste-generated gas release. Based on the
reference gas generation rates, the total mass of waste-generated gas released in the
emplacement and pilot caverns corresponds to 1.32E7, 1.32E8 and 1.32E9 kg after 1,000,
10,000 and 100,000 years, respectively. The comparison thus indicates that the mass of wastegenerated gas exceeds the initial mass of air by orders of magnitude regarding the timescales
relevant to pressure build-up (i.e. >1,000 years). Therefore the assumption of a gas phase with
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H2 properties throughout the operational and post-closure phases, adopted in some of the
simulation variants that follow, does not introduce any significant artefacts.

Fig. 4-1:

Distribution of gas saturation at the end of the first, second, third, and fourth
operational phases using the EOS3 (air-water) module of TOUGH2.
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Fig. 4-2:

Distribution of pressure at the end of the first, second, third, and fourth operational
phases using the EOS3 (air-water) module of TOUGH2.

Fig. 4-3:

Distribution of gas saturation (left) and pressure (right) at the end of the fourth
operational phase using the EOS5 (H2-water) module of TOUGH2.

4.3.2

Base case

For the base case the simulated distributions of gas saturations after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 and
100,000 years are shown in Fig. 4-4. Gas saturation after 1,000 years shows that wastegenerated gas flows through the backfilled repository structures and accumulates in the
emplacement tunnels as well as the operation, ventilation, perimeter, access tunnels and the
underground laboratory. It is indicated that gas phase flows through the operation and the access
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tunnel, driven by the pressure gradient from the emplacement tunnels to the boundary condition
prescribed at the repository ramp, thus reaching the repository seal. At the same time, gas
migrates from the tunnels into the surrounding host rock. The gas front reaches the top
boundary of the model after 4,000 years, and continues to expand in the model domain,
reaching the lateral boundaries between 50,000 and 100,000 years. This indicates that the model
no-flow boundaries are located too close to the repository, and limit gas migration farther into
the host rock. This however provides a conservative approach with respect to the pressure buildup associated with gas accumulation in the repository tunnels and surrounding host rock. Gas
saturations in the host rock surrounding the repository continues to increase continuously,
reaching a maximum value of approximately 0.015 between the emplacement caverns and after
100,000 years.
Figure 4-5 shows the corresponding pressure distributions from the base case simulation. After
1,000 years pressures show a rather uniform increase within the different repository structures,
with slightly elevated values in the emplacement cavern that reach 7.68 MPa. Pressures in the
repository structures continue to increase after 5,000 years with a more pronounced increase
within the emplacement caverns, reaching a peak pressure of 9.32 MPa in the second cavern
from the left end of the operation and ventilation tunnels. Consequently, pressures begin to
dissipate uniformly and very slowly, with the maximum value decreasing to 9.17 MPa after
100,000 years.
Figure 4-6 provides detailed views of the pressure distribution and how it associates to vectors
of gas velocity through the repository structures and into the host rock. Increasing vector lengths
in the figure represent higher gas velocities. The selected view includes two emplacement
caverns, the pilot cavern, the underground laboratory, and parts of the perimeter, operation,
ventilation, and access tunnels. After 500 years the build-up of pressure in the tunnels becomes
discernible in the surrounding host rock that is still partly depressurized from the repository
operation, wherein flow vectors indicate the early migration of waste-generated gas from the
emplacement and pilot caverns towards the repository seals. The same pattern of gas flow
vectors is observed after 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 years, however with increased gas flow
through the tunnels as well as from the caverns/tunnels and into the host rock. It is also
indicated that gas generated in the pilot cavern produces significantly less pressure build-up in
the cavern and the corresponding access tunnel, compared to the emplacement caverns and the
rest of the repository tunnels. This is attributed on the one hand to less mass of gas generated in
the pilot cavern (with a length of 56 m compared to the 200-m long emplacement tunnels), and
on the other hand to the shorter connection of the pilot tunnel to the boundary condition
assigned to the repository ramp.
A similar close-up of pressures, water and gas velocity vectors in the vicinity of the repository
seal is shown in Fig. 4-7. Water velocities after 200 years indicate the early re-saturation of the
access tunnel with water flowing into the tunnel from the host rock as well as from the
repository ramp that is represented by prescribed hydrostatic boundary conditions. After
10,000 years, pressure build-up in the tunnels has reversed the direction of pressure gradients,
and waste-generated gas originating from the emplacement tunnels flows through the repository
seal and EDZ into the ramp.
Figure 4-8 shows the time history of pressure and gas saturation at selected locations of the
repository including the emplacement cavern that demonstrates peak pressures along the
operation and access tunnels. The temporal evolution indicates a steep increase of pressures in
the first 2,000 years, followed by a slower increase until 5,000 years, and a gradual decrease by
10,000 years, after which quasi-equilibrium is established through the end of the simulation.
The pressure curves from the different locations are almost parallel and indicate the uniform
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pressure gradient with increasing distance between the gas source (emplacement caverns) and
the outlet of the pathway through the tunnels (repository ramp). Gas saturations at the
corresponding locations increase steadily from 50% (emplacement saturation) to approximately
67% after 100,000 years, with the exception of the access tunnel location next to the repository
seal that indicates complete re-saturation after 500 years before the arrival of waste-generated
gas.

Fig. 4-4:

Base case: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-5:
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Base case: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and 100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-6:
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Base case: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in emplacement and
pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation, access, and
perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-7:
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Base case: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas (bottom) velocity
vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and ramp after 200
and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-8:

Base case: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in different
locations of the repository.

4.3.3

R_3D_SMA01

Simulation variant R_3D_SMA01 assumes an enhanced-permeable for the repository seal
(K=1.E-16 m2). The gas saturations from this simulation are shown in Fig. 4-9. In general,
simulation variant R_3D_SMA01 indicates reduced gas saturations compared to the base case.
After 1,000 years, the accumulation of gas phase in the different repository structures is very
similar in the two simulations, with the exception of the access tunnel section near the
repository seal. However, the propagation of the gas front through the host rock is different,
with simulation variant R_3D_SMA01 indicating that less gas migrates from the repository
structures into the host rock. The gas front in this case reaches the top model boundary after
approximately 9,000 years, and does not reach the lateral boundaries through the end of the
simulation. Gas saturations in the host rock are reduced compared to the reference case, with a
maximum value of 0.008 between the emplacement caverns and after 100,000 years.
The variant R_3D_SMA01 pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 4-10. After 1,000 years gas
pressures reach a maximum value of 7.24 MPa in the emplacement caverns. After 5,000 years
peak pressures remain almost constant (7.29 MPa) and expand further into the host rock
surrounding the caverns. Increased pressures continue to expand and at the same time dissipate
through the host rock, with maximum values of 7.19 MPa after 100,000 years.
Figure 4-11 shows detailed views of pressure distribution and gas velocity vectors through the
repository structures and into the host rock. After 500 years, the spatial plot indicates no gas
phase in the uppermost parts of the access tunnel leading to the boundary condition assigned to
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the repository ramp. This effect is associated with the early re-saturation of the access tunnel
through the repository seal having the enhanced permeability. Nevertheless, gas phase
originating from the caverns propagates towards the ramp as pressure builds up in the tunnels
after 1,000 years. The results indicate that once a connected pathway for gas flow through the
EGTS is established, gas velocity vectors from the tunnels into the host rock are significantly
reduced compared to the reference case. On the other hand, the access tunnel leading to the pilot
cavern remains water-saturated, and gas phase released in the pilot cavern either flows directly
into the host rock or dissolves in pore water.
Figure 4-12 shows in more detail the pressure distribution and associated water and gas vectors
near the repository ramp. At early times, water flows from the ramp and through the repository
seal, re-saturating the access tunnel quicker compared to the reference case (as indicated by the
increased tunnel pressures and water velocity vectors). Gas phase is absent from the selected
view after 200 years. After 10,000 years it is indicated that gas flows through the right access
tunnel (connecting the emplacement tunnels to the repository ramp), and through the seal and
EDZ to reach the ramp. Gas flow through the host rock and into the ramp is significantly
reduced compared to the reference case.
The time history of pressure and gas saturation at the selected locations of the repository is
shown in Figure 4-13. Pressures increase steeply until 1,000 years, and then follow a plateau of
almost constant values until the end of the simulation at 100,000 years. It is shown that the highpermeable repository seal significantly shifts pressures to lower values. Location point Access 2
is the first to respond to the boundary condition at the ramp due to its proximity followed by the
EGTS and emplacement caverns. Similarly to the reference case, gas saturations indicate the
same range from 50% (emplacement saturation) to approximately 67% after 100,000 years.
However, it is shown that in variant R_3D_SMA01 the access tunnel section near the ramp
remains almost fully saturated through 1,000 years.
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Fig. 4-9:

Variant R_3D_SMA01: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.

Fig. 4-10:

Variant R_3D_SMA01: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 and
100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-11:
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Variant R_3D_SMA01: Details of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-12:
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Variant R_3D_SMA01: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-13:

Variant R_3D_SMA01: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.4

R_3D_SMA02

Simulation variant R_3D_SMA02 assumes lower permeabilities of the repository tunnels and
seals. The simulated distributions of gas saturations are shown in Fig. 4-14. Similar to the base
case, waste-generated gas migrates through the repository structures and into the host rock. In
this variant, however, gas migration through the low-permeable tunnels is reduced. After
1,000 years, gas phase has entered the perimeter tunnel but only reaches halfway through it.
Also, gas saturations inside and around the access tunnel indicate less gas flow from the
emplacement tunnels towards the ramp, represented hydrostatic boundary condition beyond the
repository seal compared to the reference case. Gas migration from the tunnels into the
surrounding host rock takes place in a similar fashion as in the reference case. The gas front
reaches the top boundary of the model after approximately 4,000 years, and continues to expand
in the model domain, reaching the lateral model boundaries between 50,000 and 100,000 years.
Gas saturations in the host rock are higher in variant R_3D_SMA02, with maximum values of
approximately 0.022, compared to 0.015 in the reference case after 100,000 years.
Figure 4-15 shows the corresponding pressure distributions from variant R_3D_SMA02. In
general, it is shown that the magnitude pressure increase in the different repository locations
varies more compared to the base case. After 1,000 years, pressures in the main repository
already reach a maxumum of 8.55 MPa, whereas they remain below 6.8 MPa in the rest of the
repository structures, that are separated from the main repository with the V2 seals in the
operation and ventilation tunnels. This pattern is also observed after 5,000 years when pressures
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peak at 10.79 MPa in the emplacement caverns while they remains below 9.1 MPa in the
tunnels outside the main repository. After 5,000 years, pressures dissipate gradually about
10.37 MPa in the caverns after 100,000 years.
Figure 4-16 shows detailed views of pressure distributions and gas velocity vectors, indicating a
different behavior after 500 years compared to the reference case. In variant R_3D_SMA02, the
host rock surrounding the tunnels outside the main repository remains more depressurized,
while the pressure build-up in the emplacement caverns is greater. The effect is also depicted in
smaller and larger gas velocities outside and inside the main repository, respectively, compared
to the base case.
The comparison of pressures, water and gas velocity vectors near the repository seal is shown in
Figure 4-17. Water velocities after 200 years indicate the early re-saturation of the access
tunnels through the repository seal and host rock, similar to the base case, but with a more
extensive de-pressurization. After 10,000 years, waste-generated gas from the pilot and
emplacement caverns flow through the repository seal and the EDZ into the ramp.
The time history of pressure and gas saturation at the selected repository locations is shown in
Figure 4-18. Similar to the base case, pressures increase steeply in the first 2,000 years and
more slowly until 5,000 years, then follow a gradual increase through 10,000 years, after which
they reach a quasi-steady-state conditions through the end of the simulation. However, a
significant difference is indicated compared to the base case. The pressure gradients between the
different locations along the tunnels are steeper in variant R_3D_SMA02 due to the lower
permeability of the backfill. The most pronounced pressure decrease of approximately 1 MPa
occurs between locations Oper2 and Oper3, which indicates the pressure drop associated with
the low-permeable V2 seal. Similar to the reference case, gas saturations at the corresponding
locations increase from 50% (emplacement saturation) to approximately 67% after
100,000 years. However, it is indicated that early re-saturation through the repository seal
progresses farther into the access tunnel (locations Access1 and Access2) and also takes longer
for the gas saturation to increase through gas accumulation.
It can be concluded that in the case of low-permeable backfill, and especially low-permeable V2
seals significantly limits the gas transport function of the EGTS This produces significantly
higher pressures in the repository structures, with peak pressures increasing from 9.32 MPa in
the base case to 10.79 MPa in variant SMA02.
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Fig. 4-14:

Variant R_3D_SMA02: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.

Fig. 4-15:

Variant R_3D_SMA02: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-16:
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Variant R_3D_SMA02: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-17:
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Variant R_3D_SMA02: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-18:

Variant R_3D_SMA02: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.5

R_3D_SMA03

This simulation modifies variant R_3D_SMA02 by using the Grant model for the relative
permeability of gas. The Grant relative permeability translates into enhanced mobility of the gas
phase for a given saturation degree compared to the van Genuchten model used in the previous
simulations. The gas saturation distributions simulated with variant R_3D_SMA03 after 1,000
and 3,500 years are shown in Fig. 4-19. After 1,000 years gas saturations indicate the enhanced
migration of waste-generated gas through the shaft and the access tunnels. The gas front reaches
the top boundary after approximately 3,500 years.
The corresponding distributions of gas pressures are shown in Fig. 4-20. In general, the gas
pressure build-up shows a similar pattern compared to variant R_3D_SMA02, however with
somewhat decreased pressures. After 1,000 years, pressures in the main repository reach a
maximum value of 8.43 MPa, whereas in the rest of the repository pressure are lower than
6.7 MPa. Pressures in the caverns continue to increase and reach 10.04 MPa after 2,000 years
(compared to 10.36 MPa in variant R_3D_SMA02) and 10.48 MPa after 3,500 years.
Fig. 4-21 shows detailed views of pressures and gas velocity vectors after 500 and 2000 years. It
is indicated that the enhanced gas mobility used for the repository tunnels and EDZ increases
the transport of gas through the EGTS, as opposed to gas migrating into the host rock. A key
difference therein is the function of the EDZ that contributes more actively to the gas transport
capacity of the EGTS, as indicated by the gas velocity vectors parallel to the tunnel walls and
towards the repository ramp. The effect is shown in greater detail in Fig. 4-22 that illustrates
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water and gas velocity vectors near the repository seal. Water velocities and pressures after
200 years indicate a similar re-saturation of the access tunnels compared to variant
R_3D_SMA02. At later times, with gas pressure building-up in the repository structures, gas
flows along the tunnels and EDZ into the repository ramp.
The time-history of pressure and gas saturation through 3,500 years at the selected repository
locations is shown in Fig. 4-23. The comparison of pressures to variant R_3D_SMA02 shows
that the enhanced relative gas permeability affects the pressure build-up more in the repository
tunnels near the repository ramp. After 3,500 years, pressures from variant R_3D_SMA03 are
lower by 0.3 MPa in the emplacement caverns. On the other hand, pressures in the operations
tunnel outside the main repository decrease by 1.5 MPa, whereas pressures in the access tunnel
decrease by approximately 2 MPa compared to variant R_3D_SMA02.

Fig. 4-19:

Variant R_3D_SMA03: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000 and 3,500 years.

Fig. 4-20:

Variant R_3D_SMA03: Distribution of pressure after 1,000 and 3,500 years.
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Fig. 4-21:

Variant R_3D_SMA03: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500 and 1,000 years.

Fig. 4-22:

Variant R_3D_SMA03: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 2,000 years.
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Fig. 4-23:

Variant R_3D_SMA03: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.6

R_3D_SMA04

In variant R_3D_SMA04, the permeability of the upper confining unit was reduced compared to
the base case. The simulated distributions of gas saturations are shown in Fig. 4-24. Until
1,000 years, gas phase in variant R_3D_SMA04 flows through the tunnels and into the
surrounding host-rock in a very similar fashion as in the base case. After 5,000 years, the lateral
range of the gas front is also practically identical in both cases. It is however observed that the
gas phase propagates towards the top boundary slower in simulation R_3D_SMA04 due to the
lower permeability of the confining unit, with the gas front reaching the top boundary above the
caverns after approximately 8,000 years. Furthermore, the decreased permeability results in
higher gas saturations in the upper confining unit, which are first observed after 5,000 years in
the vicinity of the shafts, and later above the entire footprint of the repository. Similar to the
base case, gas reaches the lateral model boundaries between 50,000 and 100,000 years. The
maximum gas saturation in the host rock at the repository level is 0.015, whereas gas saturations
at the base of the upper confining unit reach values of 0.145.
The corresponding pressure distributions from variant R_3D_SMA04 are shown in Fig. 4-25.
After 1,000 years pressure builds up uniformly in the different repository structures reaching a
maximum value of 7.56 MPa, which is slightly lower than what was observed in the reference
case (7.68 MPa). Pressures continue to increase steadily and reach a value of 9.54 MPa after
5,000 years in the emplacement caverns, which is slightly higher than that observed in the
reference case (9.32 MPa). In contrast to the reference case where pressure after 10,000 years
has begun to dissipate, pressures continue to increase and reach a maximum of 9.61 MPa after
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10,000 years. Afterwards, pressures gradually decline to a value of 9.26 MPa after
100,000 years.
The associated time-history of pressure and gas saturations in the different locations of the
repository are shown in Fig. 4-26. The form of the pressure curves is the same as in the
reference case, with a uniform pressure gradient from the emplacement tunnels towards the
repository seal. Compared to the reference case, the temporal evolution of pressures is slightly
changed, with peak values reached between 7,000 and 10,000 years. Nevertheless, the
difference in peak pressures between variant R_3D_SMA04 and the reference case is less than
0.3 MPa. Gas saturations in the different locations of the repository are almost identical in the
two simulations.

Fig. 4-24:

Variant R_3D_SMA04: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-25:
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Variant R_3D_SMA04: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-26:

Variant R_3D_SMA04: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.7

R_3D_SMA05

Simulation variant R_3D_SMA05 is the same as the base case, but using the upper bound for
the gas generation rate of 1 m3/m3/a. This rate was prescribed to the emplacement and pilot
caverns for a period of 10,000 years during the post-closure phase. The simulated gas
saturations after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 and 48,000 years are shown in Fig. 4-27. In general, the
results indicate faster migration of gas through the repository structures and the surrounding
host rock. After 1,000 years, the gas front has already reached the upper model boundary. The
gas front continues to expand into the host rock with increasing saturations that reach a
maximum value of 0.051 between the emplacement caverns after 10,000 years. Afterwards, gas
generation stops and gas phase continues to expand into the host rock, however with decreasing
saturation values due to the gradual dissolution of gas in the pore water.
The corresponding gas pressures at the same times are shown in Fig. 4-28. Pressure increases
rapidly at early times, reaching after 1,000 years maximum values of 18.71 MPa in the
emplacement caverns. Afterwards pressures in the caverns begin to decline, with maximum
values of 17 and 16.22 MPa after 5,000 and 10,000 years, respectively. After the end of gas
generation, pressures in the repository decline rapidly and return to hydrostatic values before
50,000 years.
Fig. 4-29 shows detailed views of pressures with gas velocity vectors, indicating the early
pressure build-up in all the repository structures already after 500 years. Gas flows through the
EGTS and towards the repository ramp in a similar fashion as in the reference case, however
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with enhanced flow from the tunnels into the surrounding host rock. This effect relates to the
faster increase of pressure in the tunnels that introduces higher gradients from the tunnels and
outwards compared to the reference case.
The effect of faster pressure increase in the tunnels is also shown in water and gas flows through
the repository seals(Fig. 4-30). It is observed that already after 200 years gas phase has
accumulated in the access tunnel and flows through the seal and EDZ into the ramp. The
corresponding increase of pressure in the access tunnel counteracts the tunnel re-saturation from
the ramp as indicated by the water velocity vectors. After 10,000 years the release of gas
through the repository seal and the EDZ continues in both access tunnels.
The effects of gas accumulation and simultaneous pressure increase at early times is also
indicated in the time-history plots of pressures and gas saturations shown in Fig. 4-31. After a
steep initial increase pressure reaches its maximum after 1,000 years, followed by a gradual
decrease until the end of gas generation after 10,000 years, and a steeper decline until
hydrostatic pressures are restored. The evolution of gas saturations indicate that the migration of
gas from the emplacement caverns to the access tunnel reverted almost entirely the re-saturation
of the access tunnel..

Fig. 4-27:

Variant R_3D_SMA05: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 48,000 years.
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Fig. 4-28:
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Variant R_3D_SMA05: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
48,000 years.
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Fig. 4-29:
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Variant R_3D_SMA05: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-30:
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Variant R_3D_SMA05: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-31:

Variant R_3D_SMA05: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.8

R_3D_SMA06

This simulation assumes that no gas is generated during the post-closure period. The gas phase
in the repository structures and surrounding host rock therefore corresponds to air from the
ventilation phases and emplacement of the backfill. The simulated gas saturations and pressures
after 500, 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 years are shown in Figures 4-32 and 4-33. After 500 years,
gas phase is still present in all of the repository structures and in some parts of the host rock
around them. After 1,000 years, the access tunnels, branch tunnels, perimeter tunnel, and large
portions of the underground lab and ventilation tunnel are entirely re-saturated. Pressures start
to recovery to hydrostatic values accordingly, especially in the perimeter tunnel and the
underground structures outside the main repository. After 2,000 years, the repository structures
have re-saturated entirely, with the exception of some residual air that remains trapped in the
emplacement caverns. Remaining subhydrostatic pressures are mainly identified in the caverns,
branch tunnels, and the portion of the operation tunnel that connects those. After 5,000 years
pressures are restored to hydrostatic values in all repository structures and in the host rock.
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Fig. 4-32:

Variant R_3D_SMA06: Distribution of gas saturation after 500, 1,000, 2,000, and
5,000 years.

Fig. 4-33:

Variant R_3D_SMA06: Distribution of pressure after 500, 1,000, 2,000, and
5,000 years.
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R_3D_SMA07

This simulation variant combines the low-permeable repository structures (as implemented in
variant R_3D_SMA02) with the assumption that waste-generated gas has the properties of air.
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA07 therefore constitutes a conservative approach of a more
viscous and less soluble gas phase in a low-permeable EGTS. The simulated gas saturations are
shown in Fig. 4-34. After 1,000 years, the migration of gas through the different repository
structures has similar characteristics but is somewhat limited in extent compared to in variant
R_3D_SMA02. Gas saturations retreat further back in the perimeter tunnel compared to
R_3D_SMA02 and the reference case, whereas both access tunnels are fully saturated near the
repository seal. Accordingly, gas saturations in R_3D_SMA07 extend less into the host rock
surrounding the caverns and tunnels. In later times, the propagation of the gas front through the
host rock is similar to that observed in R_3D_SMA02, however with higher gas saturations
associated with the lower solubility of air than that of hydrogen. After 100,000 years the
maximum gas saturation in the host rock between the emplacement caverns is approximately
0.034, which is a twofold increase compared to the base case.
Figure 4-35 shows simulated pressure distributions for variant R_3D_SMA07, indicating that
already after 1,000 years pressure build-up in the main repository is significantly higher than
that in the rest of the repository, with maximum pressures reaching 9.78 MPa. The same effect
is observed after 5,000 years, with pressures reaching 12.7 MPa in the emplacement caverns
while remaining below 10.4 MPa in the tunnels outside the main repository. In variant
R_3D_SMA07, pressure dissipation after 5,000 year is relatively more pronounced compared to
the previous cases, with maximum pressures reducing to 12.21 MPa and 11.91 MPa after
10,000 and 100,000 years, respectively.
Fig. 4-36 shows pressure distributions plotted with gas velocity vectors for a selected view
including undeground structures inside and outside the main repository. In general, the
comparison to variant R_3D_SMA02 indicates the same patterns of gas vectors (which
translates into more transport of gas phase inside and around the main repository), however with
somewhat decreased gas velocities from the tunnels into the surrounding host rock in variant
R_3D_SMA07. Figure 4-37 further indicates that the effects of re-saturation of the access
tunnel through the repository seal, and the subsequent flow of gas through the seal and EDZ and
into the ramp, are practically identical in the two simulation cases.
Figure 4-38 shows the time history of pressure and gas saturation from variant R_3D_SMA07 at
the selected repository locations. Pressures follows a similar temporal pattern as variant
R_3D_SMA02. The decrease of pressures between the selected locations indicate comparable
gradients along the EGTS in the two simulations, including the steep pressure drop across the
V2 seal. In this case, the pressure drop across the V2 seal increases to approximately 1.5 MPa.
Furthermore, the assumption of air instead of hydrogen as a gas phase increases pressures by
approximately 2 MPa. The time-history of gas saturations is the same in the two variants.
The comparison of simulation variants R_3D_SMA02 and R_3D_SMA07 indicates that the
substitution of hydrogen with air does not affect the function of the EGTS (i.e. in terms of
gradual release of gas through the repository seal). However, an increase of pressures is
associated with less gas transport of gas phase from the tunnels into the host rock which,
combined with the higher gas saturations in the host rock in variant R_3D_SMA07, indicates
that it can be attributed to the difference in solubility and viscosity between air and hydrogen.
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Fig. 4-34:

Variant R_3D_SMA07: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.

Fig. 4-35:

Variant R_3D_SMA07: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-36:
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Variant R_3D_SMA07: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Variant R_3D_SMA07: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-38:

Variant R_3D_SMA07: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.10

R_3D_SMA07dil

This simulation variant modifies variant R_3D_SMA07 by including effects of pathway dilation
in order to demonstrate its effect on pressure build-up. For this, the intrinsic permeability was
linearly increased by a factor of maximum of 10 between the onset (80%) and the lithostatic
stress (100%). Results from simulation variant R_3D_SMA07dil will be therefore discussed
only through comparison to variant R_3D_SMA07 for the first 5,000 years that correspond to
the build-up of pressure to peak pressures. Lithostatic pressure at 500 m bgl. corresponds to
12.26 MPa. In these two simulation variants, the pressure level that corresponds to the on-set of
dilation, in other words 80% of lithostatic pressure of9.81 MPa, is reached in the host rock and
EDZ surrounding the main repository structures after approximately 1,000 years.
Gas saturations after 1,000 and 5,000 years are shown in Fig. 4-39, indicating a very similar
behavior of the gas front compared to variant R_3D_SMA07. The corresponding pressures at
the same times are shown in Fig. 4-40. After 1,000 years gas pressures are practically identical
to variant R_3D_SMA07, owing to the early stage of pathway dilation that corresponds to
minor changes in permeability. As pressures exceed the onset of pathway dilation the increase
in permeability becomes evident. The maximum pressure in the emplacement caverns is
11.15 MPa, which is 1.55 MPa lower compared to variant R_3D_SMA07. A comparison
between the two simulation variants is shown in the time-history plot in Fig. 4-41. Plotted
values correspond to pressures from a location in the EDZ surrounding the emplacement
caverns. When taking into account dilation effects, pressures begin to deviate from
R_3D_SMA07 after approximately 1’150 years. The enhanced permeability of the EDZ and
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surrounding host rock in R_3D_SMA07dil produces an earlier pressure peak of 11.33 MPa after
3,000 years followed by a gradual decline. It is indicated that pressures in variant
R_3D_SMA07dil remain below lithostatic pressure at all times.

Fig. 4-39:

Variant R_3D_SMA07dil: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000 and 5,000

Fig. 4-40:

Variant R_3D_SMA07dil: Distribution of pressure after 1,000 and 5,000 years.
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Fig. 4-41:

Variants R_3D_SMA07 and R_3D_SMA07dil: Pressure time history in the EDZ
surrounding the emplacement caverns.

4.3.11

R_3D_SMA08

Simulation variant R_3D_SMA08 is based on the base case, however for a repository depth of
300 m bgl. In order to account for the host-rock depressurization and de-saturation associated
with excavation and operation of the repository at this depth, the different operational phases are
simulated and used as initial conditions for the simulation of gas release in the post-closure
phase. The gas saturation and pressure distribution at the end of the operational phases
(77 years) is shown in Fig. 4-42. It is indicated that the zone of depressurization and desaturation around the repository caverns and tunnels is wider compared to that observed for a
depth of 500 m bgl in the base case. This effect can be attributed to the lower ambient
hydrostatic pressures at 300 m bgl. that translate into lower pressure gradients from the host
rock to the ventilated tunnels.

Fig. 4-42:

Distribution of gas saturation (left) and pressure (right) at the end of the fourth
operational phase assuming a repository depth of 300 m bgl.
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The simulated gas saturations during the post-closure phase in variant R_3D_SMA08 are shown
in Fig. 4-43. Gas migrates through the repository structures and surrounding host rock in a
similar fashion as for a depth of 500 m bgl. (base case), however with slightly faster
propagation of the gas front through the host rock. After 1,000 years waste-generated gas forms
a continuous pathway through the EGTS and through the repository seal. The gas front reaches
the top boundary above the repository tunnels a bit later than 3,000 years, and the lateral
boundaries between 50,000 and 100,000 years. The maximum gas saturation in the host rock
after 100,000 years is approximately 0.018.
The corresponding simulated pressures for variant R_3D_SMA08 are shown in Fig. 4-44.
Similarly to the base case, pressure build-up inside the main repository is slightly higher
compared to the other repository tunnels. After 1,000 years, gas pressure inside the
emplacement caverns increased to 6.38 MPa. At the same time, pressures in the underground
laboratory, the access tunnels, and the sections of the operation and ventilation tunnels outside
the main repository remain slightly below 6.0 MPa. After 5,000 years peak pressures inside the
caverns reach 8.0 MPa, whereas maximum pressures of 7.57 MPa are observed in the tunnels
outside the main repository. Afterwards, maximum pressures in the emplacement caverns
gradually decline to 7.71 MPa after 100,000 years.
Figure 4-45 shows detailed views of pressures and gas velocity vectors, indicating a more
pronounced depressurization of the host rock after 500 years compared to the basee case. In
general, both simulations show the same behavior in terms of pressure build-up and transport of
gas through the EGTS. This is also indicated in Fig. 4-46 that shows the velocity vectors of
water and gas flow associated with the early resaturation of the access tunnel through the
repository seal and the subsequent migration of waste-generated through the seal, EDZ and host
rock, and into the ramp.
The time history of pressure and gas saturation from simulation variant R_3D_SMA08 is shown
in Fig. 4-47. Pressures evolve similarly to the base case, but shifted by approximately 1.5 MPa,
which corresponds to the difference in hydrostatic pressures at the different depths. The
decrease of pressures between the selected locations indicate the same effect of the EGTS on
gas transport, with uniform gradients along the path from the emplacement caverns to the
repository seal. The evolution of gas saturations show the same range between emplacement
saturation and values of approximately 67% after 100,000 years. Howeve, for a repository depth
of 300 m bgl, it is indicated that the access tunnel does not re-saturate during the early period
(locations Access1 and Access2).
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Fig. 4-43:

Variant R_3D_SMA08: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.

Fig. 4-44:

Variant R_3D_SMA08: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Variant R_3D_SMA08: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-46:
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Variant R_3D_SMA08: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-47:

Variant R_3D_SMA08: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.12

R_3D_SMA09

Simulation variant R_3D_SMA09 adopts the assumptions made in the base case, but for a
repository depth of 700 m bgl. In contrast to the base case, the host rock is now assigned the
hydraulic properties of deep Opalinus Clay. The simulation of operational phases for this
repository depth and host-rock properties indicates the limited depressurization and desaturation of the host rock surrounding the repository structures. Simulated gas saturations and
pressures at the end of the operational phases (77 years) are shown in Fig. 4-48. Particularly
around the emplacement caverns (which are also the first structures to be backfilled after
27 years), it is shown that practically no gas phase is present in the host rock.
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Fig. 4-48:
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Distribution of gas saturation (left) and pressure (right) at the end of the fourth
operational phase assuming a repository depth of 700 m bgl.

Simulated gas saturations in the post-closure phase are shown in Fig. 4-49. In general, the
combination of the deeper repository depth with the lower-permeable host-rock limits the
transport of gas through the host rock. Gas saturations after 1,000 years show that the generated
gas does not migrate into the host-rock, but mostly accumulates in the repository structures. Gas
phase reaches the top boundary above the emplacement caverns after approximately
12,000 years, and has not reached the lateral boundaries after 100,000 years. The maximum gas
saturation reached in the host rock after 100,000 years is approximately 0.011.
Figure 4-50 shows the simulated pressures from variant R_3D_SMA09. These indicate a similar
behavior to the base case and R_3D_SMA08, with fairly uniform pressure build-up in the
repository structures. Maximum pressures in the emplacement caverns correspond to 9.76,
13.17, and 13.22 MPa after 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years. The corresponding maximum
pressures in the tunnel sections outside the main repository are approximately 9.48, 12.80, and
12.83 MPa at the same times, respectively. The time-history plot of pressures from the selected
repository locations is shown in Fig. 4-51. Pressures continue to increase through 10,000 years
and then gradually decrease until the end of the simulation. The time-history of gas saturations
(Fig. 4-51) shows a similar pattern to the previous simulations, with the section of the access
tunnel near the repository plug being fully saturated already after 200 years. The plot of
pressures combined with gas and water velocity vectors in the different sections of the
repository indicate a similar behavior to the base case and variant R_3D_SMA08, and thus will
be not shown here.
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Fig. 4-49:

Variant R_3D_SMA09: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.

Fig. 4-50:

Variant R_3D_SMA09: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-51:

Variant R_3D_SMA09: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.13

R_3D_SMA10

This simulation variant is based on the base case, but incorporates a time-dependent gas
generation rate instead of a constant rate. These rates describe the gradual decrease of gas
generation with time based on the different material groups included in the inventory and their
corrosion rates, and is termed realistic rate in Fig. 2-6.. The simulated gas saturations for variant
R_3D_SMA10 are shown in Fig. 4-52. In general, it is shown that gas saturations are
significantly lower in the repository tunnels as well as in the surrounding host rock compared to
all previous simulation variants. After 1,000 years, a large portion of the repository structures
(except emplacement caverns and parts of the operation/ventilation tunnels) are entirely resaturated with porewater from the surrounding host rock. Gas saturations in the repository
caverns and tunnels increase until 10,000 years with some of the waste-generated gas migrating
into the immediate vicinity of the host rock. However, compared to the previous simulations,
the extend of the gas front into the host rock is limited. Gas saturations in the host rock next to
the emplacement caverns reach maximum values of approximately 0.001 after 10,000 years.
Afterwards, gas saturations decrease throughout the end of the simulation after 100,000 years.
Figure 4-53 shows the simulated pressure distributions at the same times. After 1,000 years,
pressures inside the repository structures are below hydrostatic, indicating an ongoing
depressurization and re-saturation of the repository following the operational phases. Compared
to the previous simulation variants, the realistic gas generation rates produce significantly less
pressure build-up. Peak pressures are reached in the emplacement caverns after 5,000 years with
maximum values of 5.61 MPa, which corresponds to a 0.61 MPa pressure increase compared to
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hydrostatic. Pressures then gradually decline and the maximum values observed after
10,000 years are approximately 5.37 MPa. After 50,000 years, pressures in the repository have
recovered to hydrostatic values. This behavior can be attributed to the declining generation rates
that correspond at later times to significantly less mass of accumulated gas compared to the
previous variants. Waste-generated gas is thus mostly dissolved in the porewater of the
repository tunnels and in the surrounding host rock.
The time-history of pressures in the selected repository locations is shown in Fig. 4-54. The plot
indicates peaking pressures after 10,000 years and the subsequent gradual decline to the
hydrostatic value in all locations. It is also indicated that pressures in different locations of the
repository reach hydrostatic pressures after 50,000 years. The time-history plot of gas
saturations shows a different temporal behavior compared to the previous variants. The part of
access tunnel near the repository seal re-saturates entirely after few hundred years, whereas all
locations indicate partial re-saturation after 2,000 years related to the ongoing inflow of
porewater from the surrounding host rock. During this time, waste-generated gas dissolves in
porewater. Consequently, the ongoing generation of gas increases the amount of dissolved gas,
until gas phase forms again in the tunnels and saturations increase byl 10,000 years. Due to the
declining generation rates, gas saturation decline in the access tunnel by about 50’000 years and
in part of the operations tunnels and in the caverns by 100,000 years, when nearly fully watersaturated conditions are reached.

Fig. 4-52:

Variant R_3D_SMA10: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.
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Fig. 4-53:

Variant R_3D_SMA10: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.

Fig. 4-54:

Variant R_3D_SMA10: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.
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R_3D_SMA11

Similarly to variant R_3D_SMA08, this simulation assumes a repository depth of 300 m bgl. In
this case, the alternative values of shallow Opalinus Clay are assigned to the host rock
(Khorizontal=Kvertical=5.E-20 m2, P0=12 MPa). Gas saturations simulated with variant
R_3D_SMA11 are shown in Fig. 4-55. In general, it is shown that the isotropy in permeability
enhances the upward migration of gas through the host rock that is driven by buoyancy. After
1,000 years, the results indicate lower gas saturations between the caverns at the repository level
and more gas phase spreading towards the upper boundary, compared to variant R_3D_SMA08.
The upper model boundary in this case is reached after approximately 1,500 years, which is the
fastest among the simulation variants with the base-case gas generation rates. Due to the
enhanced vertical conductivity, the gas front only partly reaches the lateral boundaries between
50,000 and 100,000 years. The maximum gas saturation in the host rock between the
emplacement caverns is 0.012.
Fig. 4-56 shows the pressure distributions at the corresponding times. It becomes evident that
the pressures are in general decreased compared to variant R_3D_SMA08. After 1,000 years,
pressure reaches 5.44 and 5.0 MPa in the emplacement caverns and in the tunnels outside the
main repository, respectively. Peak pressure in the caverns is reached after 2,000 years and
corresponds to 5.61 MPa. Cavern pressures then decrease slowly to 5.53, 5.5, and 5.47 after
5,000, 10,000, and 100,000 years, respectively. The earlier peak of pressures compared to the
previous simulation variants relates to the increased transport capacity of the host rock that
allows more gas transport and thus more pressure dissipation as gas phase spreads more into the
host rock.
Detailed views of pressure distribution and gas velocity vectors are shown in Fig. 4-57. These
show decreased pressures in the repository associated with greater gas flow velocities through
the surrounding host rock compared to variant R_3D_SMA08 (Fig. 4-45). It is furthermore
indicated that peak pressures shift to earlier times. This is also evident in the time-history plots
shown in Fig. 4-58. The evolution of pressure indicates a peak after 2,000 years, and practically
constant pressure values between 4,000 and 100,000 years. In general, pressures in the
repository are decreased by at least 2 MPa compared to simulation variant R_3D_SMA08. The
evolution of gas saturations at the different locations indicates a very similar behavior to
R_3D_SMA08, however with somewhat decreased values between 200 and 7,000 years, which
relates to the enhanced re-saturation associated with the higher permeability of the host rock.
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Fig. 4-55:

Variant R_3D_SMA11: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.

Fig. 4-56:

Variant R_3D_SMA11: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Variant R_3D_SMA11: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-58:

Variant R_3D_SMA11: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

4.3.15

R_3D_SMA12

Simulation variant R_3D_SMA12 assumes that all seals in the repository are high-permeable
(K=1.E-16 m2). The repository depth is 500 m bgl. The gas saturations from this simulation are
shown after 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years in Fig. 4-59. In general, simulation variant
R_3D_SMA01 indicates reduced gas saturations compared to the base case. After 1,000 years,
the accumulation of gas phase in the different repository structures is very similar in the two
simulations, with the exception of the access tunnel that is almost entirely re-saturated in variant
R_3D_SMA01. This effect can be attributed on the one hand to the high-permeable repository
seal (V4) that allows quicker re-saturation of the access tunnel, and on the other hand to the
high-permeable V3 seals that drives the flow of waste-generated gas into the operation and
ventilation shafts. After 2,000 years, gas phase builds a continuous pathway through the access
tunnel and into the repository ramp. The propagation of the gas front through the host rock
appears to be different compared to the base case, with simulation variant R_3D_SMA01
indicating that less gas migrates from the repository structures into the host rock. The gas front
in this case reaches the top model boundary after approximately 9,000 years, and does not reach
the lateral boundaries through the end of the simulation.
The variant R_3D_SMA12 pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 4-60 for the same times.
After 1,000 years gas pressures reach a maximum value of 7.39 MPa in the emplacement
caverns. The peak pressure is equal to 7.53 MPa and is reached after 2,000 years. This earlier
pressure peak compared to the reference case can be attributed to the higher permeability of the
seals, that allows more gas transport through the EGTS and thus faster pressure dissipation once
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continuous pathways for gas flow are established. After 5,000 years pressures decrease
(maximum value 7.3 MPa) and expand further into the host rock surrounding the caverns.
Pressures then continue to decline with maximum values of 7.25 MPa after 10,000 years.
Figure 4-61 shows detailed views of pressure distribution and gas velocity vectors through the
repository structures and into the host rock. After 500 years, the spatial plot indicates no
connected gas phase in the access tunnel leading to the boundary condition assigned to the
repository ramp. This effect is associated with the early re-saturation of the access tunnel
through the repository seal. Nevertheless, gas phase originating from the caverns propagates
towards the ramp as pressure builds up in the tunnels after 1,000 years. The results indicate that
once a connected pathway for gas flow through the EGTS is established, gas velocity vectors
from the tunnels into the host rock are significantly reduced compared to the reference case. On
the other hand, the access tunnel leading to the pilot cavern remains water-saturated, and gas
phase released in the pilot cavern either flows directly into the host rock or dissolves in pore
water.
Figure 4-62 shows in more detail the pressure distribution and associated water and gas vectors
near the repository ramp. At early times, water flows from the ramp and through the repository
seal, re-saturating the access tunnel quicker compared to the reference case (as indicated by the
increased tunnel pressures and water velocity vectors). Gas phase is absent from the selected
view after 200 years. After 10,000 years it is indicated that gas flows through the right access
tunnel (connecting the emplacement tunnels to the repository ramp), and through the seal and
EDZ to reach the ramp. Gas flow through the host rock and into the ramp is significantly
reduced compared to the reference case.
The time history of pressure and gas saturation at the selected locations of the repository is
shown in Fig. 4-63. Pressures increase steeply until 1,000 to 2,000 years depending on the
location, and then follow a plateau of gradually decreasing values until the end of the simulation
at 10,000 years. It is shown that the high-permeable seals significantly shift pressures to lower
values. Location point Access 2 is the first to respond to the boundary condition at the ramp due
to its proximity followed by the EGTS and emplacement caverns. The range of gas saturations
is similar to that observed in the reference case. However, it is shown that in variant
R_3D_SMA01 the access tunnel remains almost fully saturated through 1,000 years. The
section of the operations tunnel away from the caverns has also re-saturated after 500 years,
after which gas saturations increase steadily through the transport of waste-generated gas.
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Fig. 4-59:

Variant R_3D_SMA12: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 2,000, 5,000,
and 10,000 years.

Fig. 4-60:

Variant R_3D_SMA12: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 2,000, 5,000 and
10,000 years.
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Variant R_3D_SMA12: Details of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. 4-62:
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Variant R_3D_SMA12: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.
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Variant R_3D_SMA12: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.
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Summary and conclusions

The 3-D model of a generic L/ILW repository system was used for the simulation of gas release
through the intact host rock and along the backfilled underground structures, respectively. A
sensitivity study was performed to evaluate in detail the gas transport capacity of the different
gas paths for a variety of repository parameters, assuming that Opalinus Clay is the host rock.
Focus of the sensitivity was on:
•

The evaluation of the impact of the geological and hydrogeological conditions on gas
pressure build-up in a L/ILW repository, including the associated conceptual and parametric
uncertainties in the proposed siting regions.

•

The assessment of the role of the engineered gas transport system (EGTS) as a gas release
path and the optimization of the design thereof.

In the subsequent paragraphs the modelling results of the 10 sensitivity cases are compared to
each other and the conclusions on the impact of parameter assumptions on gas pressure build-up
are presented.

The role of gas related rock properties and geological site conditions
Simulations of gas pressure build-up were conducted for the base case and a simulation
assuming a low-permeability confining unit for a repository depth of 500 m bgl (SMA04). The
corresponding threshold pressure for the on-set of pathway dilation (80% of lithostatic pressure)
is 9.81 MPa. Figure 5-1a shows the pressure transients from the reference case and SMA04,
showing that in the latter pressure reaches but not exceeds the pressure level for the on-set of
pathway dilation. Furthermore, simulations were conducted for three repository depths (300 m,
500 m, and 700 m bgl) and for different sets of gas related rock properties (reference and
alternative parameters for “shallow” and “deep” Opalinus Clay). The lithostatic pressures
corresponding to a repository level of 300 m, 500 m, and 700 m bgl are 7.35, 12.26, and 17.16
MPa, respectively. Figure 5-1b shows the simulated gas pressure build-up form the base case
and variants SMA08 (300 m bgl, RV shallow), SMA09 (700 m bgl. RV deep), and SMA11 (300
m bgl, AV shallow). Lithostatic pressures are only reached in variant SMA08.
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(a)
Fig. 5-1:
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(b)
Time-history of cavern pressure compared to 80% and 100% of lithostatic pressure
for depths of 300 m, 500 m, and 700 m bgl: (a) Base case and sensitivity run with
low-permeable confining unit (SMA04); (b) repository depth of 300 m bgl with
shallow OPA reference values (SMA08), 700 m bgl with deep OPA reference
values (SMA07), and 300 m bgl. with shallow OPA alternative values (SMA11).

The role of the backfilled underground structures as a gas release path
Simulations of gas pressure build-up were conducted to assess the role of the backfilled
underground structures and the EDZ as additional gas release paths assuming a repository depth
of 500 m bgl. Parameter sensitivities of the repository seal, cavern seals and the backfill of the
access tunnels were tested (SMA01, SMA02, SMA12). Furthermore, a case with enhanced gas
transport capacity of the EDZ was conducted (SMA03). The gas pressure build-up in the
reference EGTS description was evaluated assuming high gas generation rates corresponding to
the upper bounding value (SMA05), the typical gas generation rates (SMA10) as well as the
absence of waste-generated gas (SMA06) representing the lower bounding value of gas
generation rates. The calculated pressure transients are shown in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3a
(pressures normalized to the level of lithostatic stress). Most simulations show pressure peak
values between 2,000 and 5,000 years. In the case of a high-permeable repository seal
(SMA01), peak pressure drops to 7.3 MPa. In the case of low permeabilities assigned to the
seals and the backfill (SMA02), gas pressures exceed the level of the on-set of pathway dilation.
In the case of high permeabities for all seals (SMA12) the pressures change somewhat,
nevertheless resulting in pressure build-up similar to variant SMA01. Of special relevance is the
case with the typical (time-dependent) gas generation rate (SMA10), which yields only very low
overpressures in the L/ILW caverns (as low as 0.61 MPa above hydrostatic pressure). The
hypothetical, time-independent upper bounding value of gas generation rates, on the other hand,
results in peak pressures that exceed significantly the lithostatic pressure.
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(a)
Fig. 5-2:
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(b)
Time-history of cavern pressure compared to 80% and 100% of lithostatic pressure
for depths of 500 m bgl: (a) Base case and sensitivity runs with high-permeable
repository seal (SMA01), low-permeable EGTS (SMA02), enhanced gas transport
capacity of tunnels and EDZ (SMA03), high-permeable seals (SMA12); (b):
conservative gas generation rates (SMA05), and without gas generation (SMA06).

Figure 5-3 displays the time history of cavern pressure of all cases, normalized to the level of
lithostatic stress, which is used in the oil&gas industry as an indicator for the fracture pressure.
The threshold pressure for the on-set of pathway dilation corresponds to 80% of the lithostatic
stress. It is indicated that lithostatic stress is exceeded only in the conservative case SMA05
(upper bounding values of gas generation rates) and in the case SMA08 (300 m bgl, shallow
RV). Pathway dilation was not included in these two simulations. The effect of pathway dilation
was demonstrated with two additional runs (SMA07, SMA07dil) that indicated significant
pressure decrease when pathway dilation is taken into account. With respect to repository depth,
the depth of 300 m (SMA08) produces the higher pressures relative to lithostatic pressure than
the corresponding case with 500 m (base case). It must be mentioned, however, that the
“shallow” Opalinus Clay properties were used for the simulations with repository depth at 500
m bgl. Furthermore, it becomes evident from the simulation results that the EGTS plays an
important role with respect to gas pressure build-up. This is also indicated in Fig. 5-4 that shows
time-history of water and gas flow into the repository ramp from all simulation variants (note
that negative water flow rates indicate flow towards the repository during the early resaturation
time). Variants with reference gas generation rates and pronounced gas transport through the
EGTS (base case, SMA01, SMA03, SMA04, SMA09, SMA12) result in all cases in pressures
below the on-set of pathway dilation.
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(b)

Fig. 5-3:

Synthesis of simulation results. Time-history of cavern pressure for base case and
sensitivity cases, relative to the lithostatic pressure for the corresponding depths
(300 m, 500 m, and 700 m bgl), in %: (a) cases with EGTS gas transport capacity
adapted to meet the requirement of peak pressures below the the threshold pressure
for on-set of pathway dilation; (b) cases without adaption of the EGTS gas
transport capacity.

Fig. 5-4:

Synthesis of simulation results: time-history of water flow from the V4 seal to the
repository ramp (left), and gas flow into the ramp (right); in kg/s. Note that
negative values of water flow indicate inflow to the underground structures during
the early post closure period.

Concluding remarks
The sensitivity study with the 3-D model of a generic L/ILW repository reveals a pronounced
sensitivity of gas pressure build-up to the variations of parameters associated with the
geological conditions, the configuration of the EGTS, and the assumptions regarding gas
generation rates. In the case with upper bounding gas generation rates, gas pressures in the
L/ILW caverns exceed lithostatic pressures. The results indicate that the depths of 500 and 700
m bgl. are less sensitive with respect to gas pressure build-up. Furthermore, the simulations
indicate the important role of the EGTS especially in case of enhanced gas generation rates. It is
shown that pressure build-up directly relates with the capacity of the pathways for gas transport
between the main repository and the repository ramp. Results obtained with the sensitivity cases
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for a repository depth at 500 m bgl. indicate that pressure build-up can be modified through the
hydraulic properties of the EGTS. Alternatively, this could be achieved by modifying aspects of
the generic repository design. It can be concluded that the issue of gas pressure build-up can be
addressed through an appropriate design of the L/ILW repository.
Last but not least, it is to be noted that measures can be taken if needed to reduce the gas
production rate (eg. melting of the metallic waste). In addition, the gas-forming materials can be
significantly reduced in the L/ILW caverns (eg pyrolysis of organics). Moreover, in the context
of Nagra’s current R&D programme comprehensive studies have been initiated to reduce the
uncertainties in the expected gas generation rates. Other research projects deal with the biogenic
conversion of hydrogen into methane, which may lead to a significant volume reduction of the
accumulated gas volumes.
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Additional sensitivity cases

In the following results from two complementary simulation cases are presented, which
correspond to cases R_3D_SMA08 and R_3D_SMA09 (Table 4-1), but assume air as the gas
phase and use the low-k EGTS permeabilities comparable to case R_3D_SMA07 with a
repository depth at 500 m.

Case R_3D_SMA08a
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA08a is for a repository depth of 300 m bgl, for which the
operational phases were simulated using the EOS3 module. The simulated distributions of gas
saturation and pressure distribution at the end of the operational phases (77 years) are shown in
Figure A-1. The results are similar to those in case R_3D_SMA08 (Fig. 4-42).

Fig. A-1:

Distribution of gas saturation (left) and pressure (right) at the end of the fourth
operational phase using the EOS3 (air-water) module of TOUGH2 and assuming a
repository depth of 300 m bgl.

The simulated gas saturations during the post-closure phase in variant R_3D_SMA08a are
shown in Figure A-2. Gas migrates through the repository structures and surrounding host rock
in a similar fashion as for variant R_3D_SMA07 (Fig. 4-34), however with slightly faster
propagation of the gas front through the host rock. After 1,000 years waste-generated gas forms
a continuous pathway through the EGTS and into the repository seal (which was not the case in
R_3D_SMA07), with the highest gas saturation occurring within the main repository. The gas
front reaches the top boundary above the repository tunnels shortly before 4,000 years and the
lateral boundaries between 50,000 and 100,000 years. The maximum gas saturation in the host
rock after 100,000 years is approximately 0.038.
The corresponding simulated pressures for variant R_3D_SMA08a are shown in Figure A-3.
The results indicate that the pressure build-up inside the main repository is more pronounced
compared to the previous simulations. After 1,000 years, gas pressure inside the emplacement
caverns increased up to 8.74 MPa, while pressures in the underground laboratory, the access
tunnels, and the sections of the operation and ventilation tunnels outside the main repository
remain below 5.35 MPa. After 5,000 years the same pattern is observed, with peak pressures of
11.44 MPa inside the caverns, and maximum pressures of 9.0 MPa in the tunnels outside the
main repository. Afterwards, maximum pressures gradually decline to 10.83 and 10.41 MPa
after 10,000 and 100,000 years, respectively.
Fig. A-4 shows detailed views of pressures and gas velocity vectors, indicating a more
pronounced depressurization of the host rock outside the main repository after 500 years
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compared the simulation variant R_3D_SMA07. As pressure increases in later times, both
simulations show the same behavior in terms of pressure build-up and transport of gas through
the EGTS. This is also indicated in Figure A-5 that shows the velocity vectors of water and gas
flow associated with the early resaturation of the access tunnel through the repository seal and
the subsequent migration of waste-generated through the seal, the EDZ, the host rock, and into
the ramp.
The time history of pressure and gas saturation from simulation variant R_3D_SMA08a is
shown in Fig. A-6. Pressures evolve very similarly to variant R_3D_SMA07, however shifted
by approximately 1.5 MPa, which corresponds to the difference in hydrostatic pressures at the
different depths. The decrease of pressures between the selected locations indicate the same
gradients along the EGTS in the two simulations. The evolution of gas saturations show the
same range between emplacement saturation and values of approximately 67% after 100,000
years as in SMA07 (Fig. 4-38), but the decrease in gas saturation in the access tunnel (locations
Access1 and Access2) is less in case R_3D_SMA08a (Fig. A-6).

Fig. A-2:

Variant R_3D_SMA08a: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.
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Fig. A-3:
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Variant R_3D_SMA08a: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.
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Fig. A-4:
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Variant R_3D_SMA08a: Detail of pressure distribution and gas flow vectors in
emplacement and pilot caverns, the underground lab, and the operation, ventilation,
access, and perimeter tunnels after 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years.
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Fig. A-5:

Variant R_3D_SMA08a: Detail of pressure distribution, water (top) and gas
(bottom) velocity vectors in the repository seal (marked in grey), access tunnel and
ramp after 200 and 10,000 years.

Fig. A-6:

Variant R_3D_SMA08a: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.
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Case R_3D_SMA09a
Simulation variant R_3D_SMA09a adopts the conservative assumptions made in variant
R_3D_SMA08a (air as gas phase, low-permeable repository elements) for a repository depth of
700 m bgl. In contrast to the previous case, the host rock is now assigned the hydraulic
properties of deep Opalinus Clay characterized by lower permeability and higher capillary
pressures. The simulation of operational phases for this case indicates the limited extent of
depressurization and de-saturation of the host rock surrounding the repository structures.
Simulated gas saturations and pressures at the end of the operational phases (77 years) are
shown in Fig. A-7. Particularly around the emplacement caverns (which are also the first
structures to be backfilled after 27 years), gas saturation are very low and extent only into the
immediate vicinity of the caverns.

Fig. A-7:

Distribution of gas saturation (left) and pressure (right) at the end of the fourth
operational phase using the EOS3 (air-water) module of TOUGH2 and assuming a
repository depth of 700 m bgl.

Simulated gas saturations during the post-closure phase are shown in Figure A-8. In general, the
combination of deep repository depth with the low-permeability host-rock and high capillary
pressure limits the transport of gas into the host rock. Simulated gas saturations after 1,000
years show that the waste-generated gas phase does not migrate far into the host-rock, but
mostly accumulates in the repository structures. At the same time, the section of the access
tunnel near the repository seal becomes saturated due to the low permeabilities assigned to the
backfill materials and the different seals that limits gas flow from the caverns through the
EGTS. Gas phase reaches the top boundary above the emplacement caverns after approximately
7,000 years, and only one of the lateral boundaries after 100,000 years. The maximum gas
saturation in the host rock after 100,000 years is approximately 0.034.
Figure A-9 shows the corresponding simulated pressures in variant R_3D_SMA09a. These
indicate a similar behavior as variants R_3D_SMA07 and R_3D_SMA08a, with pronounced
pressure build-up in the main repository structures after 1,000 years, surrounded by partly
subhydrostatic pressures in the host rock. Maximum pressures in the emplacement caverns
correspond to 12.12, 20.51, and 21.38 MPa after 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 years. On the other
hand, the corresponding maximum pressures in the tunnel sections outside the main repository
are approximately 8.4, 17.8, and 18.8 MPa at the same times, respectively. This is also indicated
in the time-history plot of pressures from the selected repository locations (Fig. A-10). Pressures
continue to increase through about 10,000 years and then gradually decline through the end of
the simulation. The simulated gas saturation at the corresponding locations (Fig. A-10) shows a
similar pattern as in the previous simulation, where the section of the access tunnel near the
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repository seal reached full saturation at about 1,000 years. The plot of pressures combined with
gas and water velocity vectors in the different sections of the repository indicate a similar
behavior to simulation variants R_3D_SMA07 and R_3D_SMA08a, and are not shown here.

Fig. A-8:

Variant R_3D_SMA09a: Distribution of gas saturation after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000,
and 100,000 years.
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Fig. A-9:
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Variant R_3D_SMA09a: Distribution of pressure after 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and
100,000 years.

Fig. A-10: Variant R_3D_SMA09a: Pressure (left) and gas saturation (right) time history in
different locations of the repository.

